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SUMMARY

A discrete time oscillator can be used to synthesize a wave shape with
a certain stable frequency out of a (crystal) clock frequency. It can
replace a voltage controlled oscillator in a phase lock loop. A model
of a circuit is presented which contains behind the OTO a read only
memory (ROM), a digital to analogue converter (OAC) and a
reconstruction filter.

The model is used to describe the influence of the various parameters
on system performance. A computer simulation package has been
developed which calculates the exact amplitudes and phases of the
sidebands in the DAC output signal and the resulting time jitter in
the output signal of a reconstruction filter. Results have been
verified by measurements on an eXisting OTO circuit.
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PREFACE
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This report describes the project which marks the end of my Master of
Science education in electrical engineering at Eindhoven University of
Technology. After several years of mainly theoretical education I had
the opportunity to carry out this project in an industrial company.
The project has therefore been born out of practical interest which
has been a clear motivation for me.

The project has been carried out at the Digital Video Processing group
of the Central Application Laboratory CAB. This laboratory is part of
the Product Division Electronic Components and Materials (Elcoma) of
the Nederlandse Philips Bedrijven B.V .. The group is involved in
developments concerning the digitizing of components of present TV
receivers. Although my project arose from this work, it actually deals
with general digital signal processing. For this reason this report
will probably and hopefully be useful to others as well.

I would like to thank the Philips company for giving me the
opportunity to act like an employee for almost a year. Furthermore,
the project would never have been completed the way it has been
completed without the advice and assistance of many. I am therefore
indebted to my professor, dr.ir. Piet Eykhoff, for his interest
throughout the year and his painstaking reading of this report; my
university coach, ir. Hans Piceni, for the detailed technical
discussions we had resulting from several mid-term reports I
overburdened him with; my daily coach and room-mate, ir. Wim
Crooijmans, who managed in spite of his own busy working schedule to
correct some of my crazy thoughts, to read and comment on all reports
I wrote, who forced me to explain my ideas in an understandable way
and who helped me to find my way in the Philips company. I am indebted
to him and to my other room-mate, Hans van Weersch, for both general
technical and all other not-to-describe-in-detail matters we
discussed, which provided me with a good environment in which to work.
Several discussions I have had with some other CAB employees, Ton
Nillesen, Erik Heerkens and Henk Simons, undoubtedly contributed to
the eventual results. Especially in the beginning of the project they
really helped me to master the details of my job. For those interested
there are some mid-term reports available, which contain a detailed
description of the work performed, and a popular version of this final
report in Dutch, by those persons mentioned above. My gratitude also
to Herman Aben who helped me explore the possibilities of the text
editor system, to John O'Malley who gave a lot of useful suggestions
concerning the English language, and to all CAB employees for numerous
discussions, their interest and offered cakes. Finally, something less
cheerful, the finishing of this project also marks the end of my
student-days. I cannot mention all persons and clubs here who
contributed to this happy period. Nevertheless I would like to thank
them in general terms, my family, friends, fellow club members and
house-mates of the student house 'Sam Sam Tsjat' .

Victor J.H. Konijn
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

October, 1987
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The present developments in TV receivers are tending towards the
digitizing of basic functions. The main goal of these developments is
to realize picture enhancements and some auxiliary features (picture
in picture, still picture, etc.). Recently, a family of new
transmission standards has been accepted in Europe, mainly developed
for satellite communication. These standards (known as Multiplexed
Analogue Components: MAC) already result in some minor picture quality
improvements. Furthermore, this transmission system offers the
feasibility of several digital sound and data channels. The next goal
is to develop High-Definition TV-transmission based on these MAC
systems (HDMAC) with double the resolution (spatial and temporal)
compared to the present PAL system [1]. One of the general problems
that arise in digital TV systems is generation of several clock
signals, locked to the (varying) so called line frequency of the
horizontal picture scanning. Line-locked clock signals are preferable
for memory applications [2].

A TV picture is displayed line-sequential. First the even lines are
written (even field) then the odd lines (odd field). In this way 25
pictures (50 fields) a second are shown. In the transmission signal
the start of a new video line is indicated with a horizontal
synchronization pulse. With use of this pulse, clock oscillator
signals can be synchronized.

For this purpose in the PAL system a phase lock loop (PLL) is used as
shown in figure 1.1 [3].

line sync.
pulses (H)

Fig.1.1 Clock signal generation in the PAL system.

In this circuit N.fL is the least common multiple of the required
clock frequencies. In certain TV systems clock signals of 20.25 MHz,
27 MHz and 40.5 MHz are required. Therefore a voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) with a nominal frequency of 81 MHz then has to be
used. In practice it turns out that this frequency is too high and its
stability insufficient

To avoid this problem an alternative circuit is being developed, which
is based on a digital oscillator instead of the VCO. This oscillator
is called a Discrete Time Oscillator (DTO). A DTO synthesizes a
frequency out of a clock frequency, controlled by a digital input.
Because a crystal clock can be used it is possible to synthesize
frequencies with crystal stability. The DTO is used in the circuit
shown in figure 1.2.
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LF_~ ROM H DAC H BPF H LIM ~L
~ ~ I I

r - - r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - liN - - - - - - - -.JL __

Fig.l.2 Line-locked clock generation based on a DTO.

The VCO in figure 1.1 is replaced by those blocks in figure 1.2 drawn
with full lines. The DTO input is a multibit word. The DTO calculates
the momentary phase of the desired frequency. This phase is
transformed by a read only memory (ROM) to a particular wave shape.
After digital to analogue conversion and zero order hold
reconstruction data samples are filtered by an analogue band pass
reconstruction filter to yield a sine wave of the desired frequency.
Finally this sine wave is transformed by a high gain amplitude limiter
to a square wave.

The control circuit given in figure 1.2 has been the subject of this
M.Sc. research project. Due to time limitations, however, research has
been restricted to the blocks drawn with full lines. First some DTO
principles and the relation between time and frequency domain analyses
are discussed. Then a theoretical model for practical DTO circuits has
been developed. This model incorporates the DTO in combination with
read only memory, digital to analogue converter and reconstruction
filter. The influence of parameter values on system performance is
investigated by theoretical analysis. Furthermore a computer
simulation package of this circuit part has been developed to check
theory and to achieve exact results in case the theory leads to
complex expressions. Experiments are performed to verify both theory
and simulation results.

Two types of references have been included: those which are actually
referred to in the text are mentioned under the heading References.
All others which contributed to the analyses described in this report
and can provide for a general background are mentioned under the
heading Bibliography. Because the research project has been carried
out at an industrial company, the structure of this report has been
organized as to facilitate reading by people who are not too
interested in all theoretical aspects of this project but rather like
to recognize the practical implementations. For this reaSOfl detailed
analyses are printed in a smaller letter size.
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2.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE DTO AND ITS OUTPUT SIGNAL
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A Discrete Time Oscillator is based on a mu1tibit adder, the output of
which is applied to one out of two inputs via D-f1ip-f10ps. These
flip-flops are clocked with a clock frequency f c1' At each clock cycle
the inputs of the flip-flops are transferred to the outputs. At the
second input of the adder a mu1tibit word p is applied. This way a
counter function is realized. The width of the adder in number of bits
is (a), see figure 2.1.

a a
p

Fig.2.1 Construction of the Discrete Time Oscillator (DTO).

At each clock cycle, the contents of the accumulator is incremented by
p until overflow occurs at the value q ( - 2a in figure 2.1). After
overflow the next DTO output value will be the previous value plus p,
modulo q; this contents of the accumulator is the base for a new
adding cycle. In this way a time discrete quantized sawtooth output
function is obtained, with a periodicity of l/fo ' see figure 2.2.

carry
I I

DTO q
output t overflow

I/ / I/ / I
/ / I

/ / II / I I

/ I I
P / I /

I
I

0 /

1/ fa -+ t

Fig.2.2 Construction of the DTO output signal.

In principle all overflow values q can be used, but the simplest
implementation is based on q - 2a . Although this implementation yields
a kind of quantization (see § 2.2), this value of q will be used in
further analysis. The way to implement other values of q requires some
additional hardware and will be described in § 2.2.
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It is quite obvious from figure 2.2 that the ratio between p and q
equals the ratio between the two frequencies concerned:

(2.1)

The desired output frequency f o is determined by the clock frequency
fcl' the DTO input p and the overflow value q. In fact, the DTO
integrates the phase increment per clock period p/q to the
instantaneous phase. In this definition of the DTO the input p can be
any integer between 0 and q. For practical reasons, however, the p
range will be more restricted.

2.2 FREQUENCY QUANTIZATION IN THE DTQ

A DTO implementation which uses the full adder range from 0 to 2a

restricts the number of possible output frequencies f o because, in
fact, the ratio fo/fcl has to be approximated:

fo/fcl = (p + a)/2a with lal :S ~

This means that the difference between desired and realized output
frequency is at most f cl/2a+l . Although one should keep this effect in
mind, from now on the realized output frequency will be called f o '
according to (2.1).

This frequency quantization can be avoided by implementing other values of q.
When realizing other values of q the basic idea is not to lower the overflow
value of the accumulator, but to lift the starting value of a new adding cycle.
If this starting value is (2a 'q) instead of zero, the range to the overflow value
includes q different words, whatever integer (smaller than 2a ) q is. In this way
e.g. a ratio fo/f cl = 1/3 can be reaLized exactly, see figure 2.3.

OTO
output t

p

/
carry

/
.'1 ol/erflow /1

I
I 1/ I
I I/
I I I

/ I I I
I I I I

I I I I
I

i / I / I I
I

I I I I I

II I
I 1/, 1/

o
... t

Fig.2.3 OTO output signal (when q~2a) versus time.

This means that when an overflow occurs the new adder input should be p + 2a - q
instead of p. So an extra multiplexer is needed to select the appropriate OTO
input. Selection can be controlled by an and-gate and an inverter, see figure
2.4.
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(l: is an and-gate

~ is an inverter

Fig.Z.4 Extension of circuit to create an implementation q~Za.

In the first half of a clock cycle p is added to the contents of the O-flip
flops. When then an overflow occurs, in the second half of the clock cycle the
output of the and-gate will be high. Then p+Za_ q is added to the old contents of
the O-flip-flops. At the next rising edge of the clock signal this new value will
be clocked into the registers. When no overflow occurs the select input of the
multiplexer is not activated and p will be added to the register contents. A
practical limitation of this circuit might be the delay of the accumulator from
the input to the overflow output. This delay should be less than half a clock
cycle, which limits the clock frequency_

A second effect due to a full adder implementation is the minimum
frequency variation when changing p by 1 LSB:

(2.2)

So a big relative frequency accuracy is achieved by using a large DTO
width (a) and a large input word (p), The latter can be understood by
realizing that the required approximation results in a rounding of the
word p to an integer. This means a constant increment error at each
clock cycle in the DTO. The smaller p is, the more increments are
needed before overflow occurs, the bigger the accumulated error will
be.

2.3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPECTRUM OF THE DTO OUTPUT

As mentioned before, the DTO output function can be seen as a time
discrete quantized sawtooth signal. Therefore the spectrum of the
signal will contain more components than only f o ' All spectral
components but the one at f o can be regarded as noise and should
contain as little spectral energy as possible.

An analogue sawtooth wave contains spectral components at all
harmonics. When sampled, this spectrum will repeat itself around
multiples of the clock frequency. Because the clock frequency is not
necessarily one of the harmonics of f o ' this sampling operation in
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general introduces new spectral components. With aid of formula (2.1)
it can be shown at which frequencies that occurs.

For this purpose, it is useful to simplify (2.1) to lowest terms. Then
the numerator will be odd:

(2.3)

Formula (2.3) shows that 2r clock periods fit in m output periods.
When To is the cycle time of a wave with frequency f o ' then the cycle
time of the corresponding time discrete function will be m.To . Figure
2.5 shows an example of the circuit output, assuming that a sine wave
shape has been stored in the ROM.

<ll---------I[>

<l [>

, ... I Tcl I
, 'r:-----,, ,,,

,~
"""'-----'

.,, ,
I \I ,,

<l-------------------------I[>

Fig.2.5 Periodicity of the time discrete signal (m = 3).

Since the periodicity of the output signal is m.To ' the spectrum
contains in principle frequency components at multiples of fo/m, see
figure 2.6.

1 m

Fig.2.6 Spectrum of the DTO output signal; the signal contains no
spectral components outside the marked frequencies. This
figure doesn't give any information about the amplitude
of the components.

So, in general, the f~equency f o to be synthesized is represented by
the mth spectral line, the clock frequency fcl by the (2 r )th. The
variable r is the effective DTO width; r represents the number of bits
which is really needed to generate a frequency f o out of a clock
frequency f cl ' If the fraction fo/fcl is fixed the (a - r) DTO LSBs
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will always be zero.

page 7

Example: A clock frequency fcl - 24.576 MHz and a 15 bits DTO are
available; a frequency f o - 6.75 MHz is desired.

For this case, it holds for the DTO ratio:
fo/fcl - 6.75/24.576 - 1125/4096 - 1125/212 , so m-1125 and
r=12. Although a=15, a 12 bits DTO will satisfy for this
static conversion. Then, when a=r, it yields that m=p so an
input word 1125 is needed. The spectrum contains components
at multiples of fo/m = 6.75/1125 - 6 kHz. The minimal
frequency change is also (with 2.2) 6fmin - 2- l2 .fc l - 6 kHz.

When the 15 bits DTO is used, p - (2l5 - l2 ).m = 9000. Of
course the spectrum is not influenced, but the minimum
frequency change when changing p is now
6fmin = 2- l5 .fc l = 750 Hz.

MSB LSB
o 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 110 0 0
<J r ~

<J---- a ----------.,~

This structure of the spectrum is verified by experiments. The details
about the test circuit and equipment are mentioned in appendix 1.
Photo 2.1 shows an oscilloscope view of the DAC -utput time function
and the corresponding clock signal when fo/fcl - 3/16 so r - 4 and
m = 3; c = 3 and a sine wave shape has been stored in the ROM. This
photo clearly shows the periodicity of the time discrete function is
3.To . Therefore spectral components are expected at multiples of
f o/3. In appendix 2 the corresponding measured spectrum is given. In
this appendix also a table is added which contains an expectation of
the spectrum based on a computer simulation. This simulation will be
discussed in § 3.2 and appendix 3. The theory about the amplitudes of
the sidebands will be discussed in chapter 4. Photo 2.2 is added on
the next page for comparison. It shows the output function displayed
on an oscilloscope when fo/fcl = 5/16 so then the periodicity of the
time discrete signal is 5.To .

For the distance between spectral lines in the spectrum it yields:

By writing the equation this way it can easily be seen that if the
entire DTO width is used, the relative spectral line distance will be
fo/p. Each decrease of the effective DTO width (r) with one bit
increases this line distance with a factor two. This might influence
the choice of the clock frequency.
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5 V

2 V

clock signal

DAG output
signal

<1f--------Il>

T 0= 3.To

Photo 2.1 Oscilloscope picture of the DAG output time function
and corresponding clock signal; f o/fc1 = 3/16, c = 3,
sine wave shape stored in the ROM. The periodicity of
the DAG output signal is 3.To .

5 V

2 V

T = 5. To

clock signal

DAG output
signal

Photo 2.2 As photo 2.1; now f o/fc1 0= 5/16 so the periodicity of
the DAG output signal is 5.To .
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3. RELATION BETWEEN TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN

3.1 ANALYSIS OF PHASE JITTER DUE TO SIDEBANDS
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As mentioned in chapter 1 an application of this circuit might be
generating line-locked clock signals. Then the resulting time or phase
jitter in the output signal is relevant for circuit quality. So the
influence of various system parameters on circuit performance in the
time domain is important. However, the reconstruction filter behind
the DAC (see fig.1.2) is defined in the frequency domain. In order to
investigate the effects of sidebands in the frequency spectrum on the
resulting jitter in the output signal, the contribution of sidebands
at one frequency distance is evaluated.

Consider a sine wave of frequency f o which is disturbed by two
sidebands of frequency f o ± z, see figure 3.1.

... f

Fig.3.1 Sine wave with amplitude Ao and two equidistant sidebands
at a distance of z [Hz] with amplitude A1 and A2'

The time function v(t) can be written, with Wo = 2.~.fo' as:

This formula can be rewritten into the form:

v(t) = V.sin( wot + u(t) )

For the time dependant phase displacement u(t) it holds:

(3.1)

To achieve these results some goniometric rules should be applied:

=Ao.sin(wot) + A,.sin(wot).cos(zt+.,) + A,.COs(wot).sin(zt+.,)
+ A2.sin(wot).cOS(zt·.2) - A2·cos(wot).sin(zt-·2)

= sin(wot).[ Ao + A,.cos(zt+.,) + A2.cos(zt-.2) ] +
COS(wot).[ A,.sin(zt+.,) - A2.sin(zt-~) ]

= B(t). [ sin(wot) + (C(t)/B(t».cos(wot) ] ( B(t) .,. 0 )
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vet) = V(t).sin(~ot + q) with tan(q) =C(t)/B(t) and Vet) =B(t)/cos(q)

tan(q) =-------------

When Ao » A, ,AZ and q small, then tan(q) = q and then it holds:

Formula (3.1) can be rewritten into the form:

a(t) - R.sin(zt + ~)

page 10

The amplitude R and phase ~ of the jitter a can be constructed out of
the two vectors in (3.1), see figure 3.2.

"R " "-
"""

Fig.3.2 Construction of the phase jitter vector.

So the two equidistant sidebands result in a sinusoidal phase jitter a
which has an amplitude R, and a frequency which equals the frequency
difference between the sidebands and the base wave. Applying the
cosine rule to figure 3.2 yields:

(3.2)

So both the amplitudes of the sidebands and their relative phases
influence the amplitude of the jitter. Two special cases can be
distinguished:

o + 2.k.,," then R
(3.3)

The first case of (3.3) covers amplitude modulation (AM). Then A1 = A2
and ~1 = -~2 so R - O. It is known indeed that AM does not cause t~me

jitter in a signal. In table 3.1 the amplitude of phase jitter due to
one sideband is given. The relation is also shown in figure 3.3. It
should be noticed that the amplitude of the total jitter due to a sum
of sidebands is less then the sum of the single jitter amplitudes due
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to two effects. First the relative phases of two equidistant sidebands
can partly compensate the mutual effects, see (3.2) and (3.3). Second
the amplitude of the sum of some sinusoidal waves with different
frequencies is mostly less then the sum of all individual amplitudes.

An upper limit for the eventual jitter amplitude of n pairs of
equidistant sidebands at a distance of multiples of fo/m from the
center frequency f o ' which each result in a jitter of amplitude Ri and
phase ~i according to R and ~ in figure 3.2, is given by:

n

A - max( ~ Ri.sin(i.fo/m + ~i) } (3.4)
1-1

Table 3.1 Amplitude of phase jitter in degrees due to one sideband in
the spectrum with amplitude A1; the fundamental wave is
assumed to have amplitude Ao '

A1/Ao (dB) max. j itter(deg.)

-10 18.12
-20 5.730
-30 1.812
-40 0.5730
-50 0.1812
-60 0.05730
-70 0.01812

,

I

1

JITTER
[D£IiJ

.f

0.0

0.1

1

10

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70

- A1/Ao (dB)

Fig.3.3 Amplitude of the sinusoidal phase jitter in degrees due
to one sideband in the spectrum versus relative amplitude
of the sideband.
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3.2 COMPUTER SIMULATION
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It follows from the analysis that both the amplitudes and the relative
phases of the sidebands are relevant for the resulting jitter. The
complexity of the structure of the spectrum makes it arduous to find
an expression for the exact amplitudes and phases of the sidebands.
However, a computer simulation of the circuit can assist the designer
of a practical DTO circuit.

Using Fourier series it will be possible to achieve frequency
components of a signal if the time function is known. The spectrum of
a periodic function contains components at multiples of the frequency
of the signal. The amplitude of the nth harmonic component of a
function with period T is given by [4]:

en - (lIT) Jf(e) .•-2.j ne/T de (3.5)

T
Applying this formula for the present case yields a formula which can
be used in a computer program.

To derive this formula remember that the period of the DAC output signal is m.T o '
One period consists of 2r clock cycles. During one clock period the output
function does not change due to the ZOH device in the DAC (fig.1.2). Therefore it
holds for the cn corresponding to the spectral line at frequency n.fo/m:

J
(S+1).Tcl2r -1 2 . f

cn =(1/mTo)'s~O f(sTcl )' e' nJn otlm dt

s.Tcl
Developing the integral yields:

So for calculating the value of cn only the clock cycle time Tcl ' the values
f(s.T cl ) and the effective DTO width r are needed. All values f(s.T cl ) are
determined by the wave shape in the ROM. In general the value of cn will be
complex. The norm Icnl represents the amplitude of the frequency component, the
argument arg(cn) its phase. To obtain the relative phase with regard to the
component at the desired frequency f o' the phase of this component should be
subtracted.

Some programs are written in Pascal on a VAX computer. The flow charts
of these programs are given in appendix 3. The input contains all
relevant system parameters, the output includes relative amplitudes
and relative phases of all frequency components in a user-defined
frequency range. Appendix 3 also contains an example of program output.
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It follows from many simulations performed that it holds in a lot of
cases for equidistant sidebands that either ~1+~2 - 0 or ~1+~2 - ~.

These are just the two extremes with relation to phase jitter as
mentioned in § 3.1. It depends on the circuit parameters c, m and r
which situation occurs. No general rules have been found; for that
reason simulation is needed to characterize a particular circuit
implementation.

This simulation can be used to diminish the effects of certain
sidebands by altering some parameters. In this way a tool is created
that will be useful for a practical designer.
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4. PHASE QUANTIZATION IN DTO - ROM CONNECTION

4.1 HODEL
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According to the block diagram of figure 1.2 the output of the DTO is
connected to a Read Only Memory (ROM). This memory transforms the
phase information out of the DTO into a particular wave shape (sine,
triangular). This is done by storing amplitude values of discrete
phase moments in addresses. The DTO output word assigns an address,
the data stored is the circuit output. Main goal of this trans
formation is to clean up the spectrum of the DTO output signal by
reducing or even eliminating harmonics.

When all DTO output lines are connected to the ROM, 2a adresses can be
assigned. Because this is not necessarily true, in the general model
it will be assumed that c MSBs out of the DTO will be used to assign
the ROM addresses. As long as c~r, this quantization is not relevant
(§ 2.3). When c<r, however, a further phase quantization occurs.
Whatever c is, all (a) output bits of the DTO will always be applied
to the DTO input.

The width of each data word in the ROM is assumed to be d bits. This
means an amplitude quantization with 2d amplitude levels. These d bits
are connected to a digital analogue converter (DAC) which transforms
the digital input word into analogue data samples. In most practical
DACs a zero order hold (ZOH) device is included which makes the actual
output to be a stair case function. Figure 4.1 shows the model of the
circuit. The DTO frequency quantization (see § 2.2) is also modelled.

DTO

Fig.4.l Model of the DTO - ROM - DAC circuit.

4.2 TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

To facilitate a good understanding of the effects of the DTO-ROM
quantization (Q2 in fig.4.l) in time domain first an example will be
given.

Example: Consider a circuit implemented with a-4, c-3, p=3. In table
4.1 the successive DTO output words and corresponding DTO
and ROM phases are given:
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Table 4.1 Successive DTO output words and corresponding
phases.

time word (p=3) DTO-phase (a=4) ROM-phase (c=3)

0.Tc1 O.p 000 0 0 0
1. Tc1 lop 001 1 3 x ",/8 1 x ",/4
2.Tc1 2.p 011 0 6 x ",/8 3 x ",/4
3.Tc1 3.p 100 1 9 x ",/8 4 x ",/4
4.Tc1 4.p 110 0 12 x ",/8 6 x ",/4
5.Tc1 5.p 111 1 15 x ",/8 7 x ",/4
6.Tc1 6.p 001 0 2 x ",/8 1 x ",/4
7.Tc1 7.p 010 1 5 x ",/8 2 x ",/4

To illustrate the Q2 quantization effect the phase versus
time plot is shown in figure 4.2 for three cases: a=c=4 (no
quantization), a-4, c=3 (practical situation) and a=c=3 (3
bits DTO, no phase correction of the LSBs).

¢ t

1 2 345 678 -+ t/Tc1

Fig.4.2 Phase at the ROM input versus time.

As can be seen in this figure, in the practical situation,
the phase is corrected every two clock cycles so that the
ideal curve (a-c-4) can be traced. This correction is caused
by applying the (a-c) DTO LSBs to DTO input. That is why the
implementation a=c=3 shows the uncorrected curve.

The phase increment of the practical situation is then as
given in figure 4.3.

M
~t t

1 2 345 678 -+ t/Tc1

Fig.4.3 Phase increment per clock period when the DTO
output is quantized before ROM input.
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So the phase increment can have two values. One of them is
too low and occurs when there is no carry of the DTO LSBs.
The other value is too high and occurs when there is a carry
of the LSBs to the c MSBs. This too high a value can correct
the momentary phase. The desired phase increment per clock
period is in between those two values, here 1.5 ROM address.
This phase correction phenomena is periodic with two clock
cycles. After each period the momentary phase is correct so
within each period the average phase increment is correct.
• End of example.

The effect presented in the previous example occurs in general. If
c<r, actually the DTO output word is divided by 2r - c and truncated to
an integer. This truncation makes the phase increment sent to the ROM
too low because the (r-c) LSBs are assumed to be zero but they are
not, by definition of r. For this reason a phase error is created
compared to the desired signal.

Because the (r-c) LSBs are applied to the DTO input the information
incorporated in those bits is not lost. Once in a while there is a
carry of these LSBs to the c MSBs. The address increment is then one
address more. In this way the phase lag is decreased. Therefore there
is a maximum value for this phase lag. This occurs if all (r-c) LSBs
are 1:

When this maximum is achieved a carry at the next clock cycle will
prevent the error to increase; it will decrease instead. When
analyzing the DTO output word it can be noticed when the momentary
phase will be correct again. First an example will be given as an
illustration.

Example: a-8, r=7, c=4, p=38 so m=19.
The successive DTO output words are then (a space is used to
mark the c MSBs that are fed to the ROM):
0000 0000
0010 0110
0100 1100
0111 0010 first carry
1001 1000
1011 1110 maximum phase error (2-3_2-6).2.~ - (7/64).2.~
1110 0100
0000 1010
0011 0000 zero phase error
0101 0110
~ ~l> phase error

. to ROM

It holds in general that after the first clock cycle the r th bit of
the DTO output word represents the last 1, by definition of r. Each
clock cycle this output word (which equals ~6 is added to get the new
output word. After 2r - c clock cycles this r bit is shifted (r-c)
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bits to the left and is therefore shifted into the c MSBs. Then no
phase error results. Therefore the phase correction phenomena is
periodic with periodicity Tk:

(4.1)

A clear proof of this periodicity is given by the following. The instantaneous
phase error after one clock cycle is given by the last (a-c) bits of the word p.
This is the integer (p mod Za-c). The periodicity given by (4.1) is true when it
holds that after Zr-c+1 clock cycles the same phase errors results:

[ ( Zr-c + 1 ).p ] mod Za-c = p mod Za-c

Use of the general rule (a + b) mod c = [ a mod c + b mod c ] mod c yields for
the left member of the equation exactly the right member, because by definition
of r:

( Zr-c. p ) mod Za-c = 0

This last equation shows directly that after each period Tk the total phase error
left equals zero.

It follows already from the example that the momentary phase is not
necessarily correct after each carry correction. Several corrections
in one period Tk might be needed to adjust the phase totally.

Because after such a period Tk there is no phase error left, the
average phase increment per clock cycle within the period is correct.
It is just this average phase increment that corresponds to the
desired frequency f o '

4.3 FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS I

Because only the average phase increment per clock cycle ~t the ROM
input is correct, and this phase increment is not constant, the DTO
ROM quantization causes some phase jitter in the signal. This jitter
corresponds to some sidebands in the frequency spectrum of the output
signal. The exact relation between amplitude of sidebands and
resulting phasejitter has been explained in chapter 3. It is clear
though that a reconstruction filter should remove as many sidebands as
possible and that therefore it should be a band pass filter with
center frequency f o ' The filter then averages phase increments in the
output signal.

To predict the amplitude and frequency of the sidebands first consider
a situation when m-l. This means that 2r clock periods fit in 1 output
period To' When c<r each address in the ROM is read several times.
Actually all addresses are then read 2r - c times, because after 2r - c

clock periods the 1 shifts into the c MSBs and results in an address
increment; see the example below.
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Example: m=l, c-r-2. Successive DTO output words:
00 00
00 01
00 10
00 11 When r-c = 2 each address is read 4 times.
01 00
01 01
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Because the actual circuit contains a ZOH device at the
output, see figure 4.1, the clock frequency cannot be noticed
in the output signal any more, see figure 4.4.

ROM output
t e __ e_

e __ e __ e __ e __J
e __ e __ e __ e __J
I I I I I I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... t/Tcl

Fig.4.4 Effect of an implementation c=r-2 when m-l.

In general when every address is read 2r -c times the fictitious clock
frequency is f c l/2r - c . This is the frequency belonging to the
periodicity of the phase correction phenomena, cpo (4.1).

(4.2)

Therefore, due to the DTO-ROM quantization the spectrum of the
analogue waveshape stored in the ROM will repeat itself around
multiples of fk' So actually the output signal is modulated with a
frequency fk' see figure 4.5.

ampl. t

... f

Fig.4.5 Spectrum of the DAG output when m-l, c<r. The spectrum of
the analogue wave shape repeats itself at multiples of
fk'

In practice, due to the ZOH device behind the DAC, the entire spectrum
should be multiplied by a sinc (- sin[~x]/~x) function with zeros at
multiples of f k . This caU3es subsequent modulations to be damped
according to a lin curve.
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This foLLows.from the ZOH transfer function:
H(j",) (1_e- J",T CL )/j",

= (e-j"'~TCL/%IoI).(ej"'~TcL_e-j"'%TCL)/2j

- j",%TcL= (e /%IoI).sin(ff.f.TcL )
- j",%TcL= TcL • e • sinc(f/fcL )

So this device takes care of a phase shift of haLf a cLock period for aLL
frequencies (constant group deLay) and an ampLitude damping according to a sinc
function of ampLitude TcL and with zeros at muLtipLes of f cL • Because now the
virtuaL cLock frequency is f k, TcL and f cL shouLd be repLaced by Tk and f k
respectiveLy. The damping of subsequent moduLations foLLows from the fact that

sinc(x+1) sin[ff(x+1)] 1 ff(x+1) -x
---- = -------- = -

sinc(x) sin[ffx] 1 ffX
So spectraL Lines at the same
are damped according to a 1/n

radians.

x+1
distance of subsequent zeros of
curve. The corresponding phases

the sinc functions
change with ff

In the general case mf1 the phase increment per clock period out of
the DTO follows a more random function between the two possible values
(carry or no carry). This results in not only one virtual clock
frequency, but a much more complex sampling signal. In terms of the
spectrum this turns out to result in an extra damping of the modulated
spectra; the magnitude of the damping of the modulation around n.fk is
determined by a Bessel function In(fi).

ActuaLLy the damping factor equals an infinite product series of BesseL
functions. This can be understood by anaLyzing the DAC output function, assuming
that no harmonics of f o appear in the spectrum. Harmonics of f o onLy mean a
modification of the spectrum. This modification wiLL be deaLt with later. For
this output function u(t) can be written:

In this formuLa, f(t) equaLs the momentary frequency. As can be see~ from figure
4.3 this vaLue can change from clock period to cLock period due to the DTO - ROM
quantization; f(t) can have one out of two vaLues:

f(t) = f o + ~f(t) with ~f(t) = - ~f1 if there is no phase correction due
to a carry.

= + ~f2 if there is a phase correction due to
a carry.

Because ~f(t) has periodicity Tk (see § 4.2) it can be written as a Fourier
series:

~f(t) = E cw.e2ffjwfkt with fk=1/Tkw

~f(t) Has only two vaLues which can occur onLy in particular order. This
Limitation causes the function to be even. Then it can be written as a cosine
series:
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6f(t) = I aw.cos(2~wfkt)
w

Applying (4.4) in (4.3) yields for u(t):

u(t) = A.sin [ 2.~.{ fo·t + J: ~ aw·cos(2~wfk~) d~ } ]

= A.sin(2~fot).cos[ ~ (aw!wfk).sin(2~wfkt) ] +

A.cos(2~fot).sin[ ~ (aw!wfk).sin(2~wfkt)

It holds [4]:

cos[P.sin(2~fkt)] = Jo(P) + I (2.Jn(p).cos(nfkt)}
n even
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(4.4)

(4.5 )

The functions In(P) are Bessel functions. So u(t) can be written indeed as a
series of these functions. Jo(O)=1; the norms of all other Bessel functions are
less than 1. Therefore the expression for u(t) is approximated by using only the
term with w=1. All other terms contain quadratic Bessel functions or even higher
orders; these are neglected. This yields:

u(t) = A.sin(2~fot).cos[ (a1Ifk).sin(2~fkt) ] +
A.cos(2~fot).sin[ (a1Ifk).sin(2~fkt) ]

Then applying (4.5) results in:

u(t) = A.sin(2~fot).[ Jo(a1/fk) + ~ (2.Jn(a1/fk).cos(2~nfkt)} +
n even

A I In(a1/fk)'{ sin[2~(fo-nfk)t] + sin[2~(fo+nfk)t] } +
n even

Taking advantage of the property J_n(P) = (-1)n. Jn(p) [4] this equation can be

rewritten into the more compact form:

u(t) = A ~ In(p).sin[2~(fo+nfk)t]

n
(4.6)

This formula shows that the amplitude of the sine wave at fo+n.f k is determined
by the Bessel function In(P). Because actually u(t) not oo'y contains fo but also
its harmonics it holds in general that the base spectrum of the wave shape stored
in the ROM will be modulated around multiples of f k. The entire modulation around
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n.f k is damped. The amplitude of the damping is given by the Bessel function
In(P). For the argument P it holds (see 4.6) that it is the main component in the
spectrum of ~f(t) (see 4.4) multiplied by the cycle time of ~f(t). To get a clean
spectrum Jo(P) should be large and all other Bessel functions, with n>O, should
be small as can be seen from (4.6). In figure 4.6 some Bessel function curves are
shown.

Fig.4.6 Bessel functions of fixed order plotted versus the argument p.

Figure 4.6 shows that by selecting an appropriate value for P the modulation
amplitudes can really be influenced. The choice p=2.4 would e.g. not be the best
choice! It is more difficult however to find out which P would be preferable.
This point is better illustrated in figure 4.7 which gives the amplitudes as a
function of the ratio nIP.

0.8

0.4

oH---+,f----f-----lI----===--=-

-0.4 ~

Fig.4.7 Bessel functions of fixed argument p plotted versus niP with n the
order of the function.

This figure shows that if n>p Bessel functions are strictly decreasing. Therefore
a small p is preferable which can be achieved by realizing a small value of Tk.
This result is quite clear because with (4.1) this means that c should be as
close to r as possible.

It follows from (4.2) that in dependance of c and m the modulating
frequency fk can be either larger or smaller than f o . In figure 4.8
the effect of this DTO-ROM quantization is shown for both cases.
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ampl. t

-+ f

ampl. t

Fig.4.8 Due to the implementation c<r the spectrum N(f) of the
wave shape stored in the ROM is modulated around
multiples of fk' The modulation around n.fk is damped
with a factor In(~)'

The value r-c determines the modulating frequency fk' A DTO
implementation with a small r enables a small ROM (a small c) without
introducing a lot of sidebands in the spectrum. When r is fixed the
number of modulations will be halved if c is increased with one bit;
see (4.2) and figure 4.9.

ampl. t

~ I) I) I) I)
c=4
r=6 o f o f k 2.fk 3.fk fcl

ampl. t

~ I) I)
c=5
r=6 o f o fk fcl

ampl. t

~ I)
c=6
r=6 o f o fcl

-+ f

-+ f

-+ f

Fig.4.9 All odd modulations vanish if c is increased with one bit.
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Because it is possible to determine the or~g~n of a particular
sideband in the spectrum it is then possible to calculate the value of
c necessary to eliminate the modulation which causes that particular
sideband. However, because a sideband can be caused by different
modulations the sideband amplitude will be reduced but probably not
eliminated by increasing c. The shape of the spectrum contour at a
particular modulation is determined by the wave shape in the ROM and
the amplitude modulation (see chapter 5). This is a second tool to
reduce the amplitudes of particular sidebands.

To distinguish the origin of a particular sideband at frequency f one should just
solve the equation

(4.7)

Several combinations of nand j might form a solution of (4.7); that is why it is
difficult to really eliminate a sideband. However, the n with lowest j to match
is always the most important modulation because, besides the Bessel function
damping, all sidebands with j>1 also have a base spectrum damping due to the wave
shape (ROM) and amplitude modulation (DAC). When n is found in this equation, the
number of times n has to be divided by two to lose its integer state equals the
number of bits c has to increase to eliminate the relevant modulation without
changing other relevant parameters (m, r, f cl )'

By using the simulation program described in § 3.2 and appendix 3 it
is possible to calculate the sidebands amplitudes as a function of m,
r, c and d. In table 4.1 results are shown for a particular circuit
implementation for several values of c. In this table it is clearly
shown that an increase of c by one bit strongly decreases sidebands
caused by modulations of odd order (n odd).

If c increases ~ith one bit the order of all modulations is halved. As
can be seen clearly from table 4.1, the amplitude of a sideband
decreases with about 20 dB when halving n makes n to lose its integer
state. If c is increased more the amplitude increases again a few dB.
This is because of the lower order the modulation gets at each
increase of c corresponding to an other Bessel function . When c
increases, the amplitudes due to modulations which are not eliminated
increase a few decibels. This is because of energy sharing among all
sidebands left.

In the example shown in table 4.1 the two sidebands next to f o cannot
be reduced by increasing c because then n is a power of two. This
means that those sidebands are caused by the modulation around fcl'
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Table 4.1 Sidebands amplitudes for several values of c when
fo/fcl - 85/512, so m-85 , r-9, d-c-l, triangular wave in the
ROM. Parameters nand j are according to (4.7) in case c-4.

f Sideband amplitude (dB)

fo/m n j c-4 c-5 c-6 c-7 c-8 c-9

73 -22 +5 -49

ill II
-66 -63 -63

75 10 -1 -30 -61 -61 -61
77 42 -7 -56 -57 -56 -56
79 -11 +3

l~l~~!llll
-54 -52 -51 -51

81 21 -3 -46 -45 -45 -45
83 -32 +7 -45 -35 -34 -34 -34 -34
85 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0
87 32 -5

~itjl
-29 -28 -28 -28 -28

89 -21 +5

1111

-43 -42 -42 -42
91 11 -1 -52 -50 -49 -49
93 -42 +9 -55 ~~~im -56 -55 -55
95 -10 +3 -40

:~~~!\!
-60 -59 -59

97 22 -3 -41 -64 -62 -62

Only the odd frequency components are shown in table 4.1. This is
because theoretically the even components are zero if the spectrum of
the wave shape in the ROM does not contain even harmonics, which is
the case with a triangular wave, see § 5.1.

This can be proved by first considering that the spectrum in general contains
components at multiples of folm, see § 4.2. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
continuous analogue signal contains spectral components at only odd harmonics,
these are the spectral lines i.fo/m with i = m, 3m, Sm, 7m, ••• This signal is
modulated around multiples of f k = (2c/m).fo • Therefore, the spectrum will
repeat itself around multiples of f k, resulting in components at
(n.2c

t i.m).fo/m • It holds:
n.2c even

odd
m
i .m
n.2c t i.m

odd, and therefore
odd. Then, eventually
odd. So the DAC output signal then contains only odd harmonics of
fo/m.

One more relevant property of the spectrum construction is the
symmetry as can also be seen in table 4.1. The modulations around n.fk
and -n.fk cause symmetrical sidebands. Because both modulations have
the same order they will vanish at the same value of c.

This symmetry follows from rewriting the expression for one sideband. Assumption:

Now the interesting sideband is the sideband at frequency f o . 2.k.fo/m • It
follows from the assumed equation that
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Therefore it holds for the origin of the other sideband:

f o - 2.k.fo/m = n.f k - j.fo - 4.k.fo/m
= n.f k - j.fo - [ 2.n.f k . 2.(j+1).fo ]
= -n.f k + (j + 2).fo

This sideband is indeed caused by the modulation around -n.f k •
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Experiments are performed of cases c-4 and c-5 of the implementation
of table 4.1 in the way described in appendix 1. Spectra of the DAC
output signal are given in appendix 4. The expectation of the spectrum
amplitudes based on a computer simulation is added. Analyzing these
spectra shows that all main sidebands are caused by first harmonics of
different modulations (j-1 in 4.7). Comparing the two spectra shown,
vanishing of modulations of odd order by increasing c can easily be
seen.

4.4 FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS II

A second approach to the Q2 quantization phenomenon in frequency
domain is also illustrative. This approach can give some insight in
the expected values of Bessel functions by analyzing the origin of
these functions.

This approach is mainly mathematical and deals with convolutions. In this
paragraph a new modelling with several clock signals will be introduced. One
should note that the frequency f cl is the only physically existing clock
frequency. All other 'clock signals' are just mathematical resources.

To facilitate the understanding of the new modelling, first consider a situation
without relevant quantization, so c = r. Reading the ROM with a certain phase
increment m can be modelled as sampling the signal stored in the ROM. This stored
signal is the signal which would result at the output for m=1. The output signal
for m=1 has the spectrum of an analogue sine wave, quantized in d bits, which is
sampled with 2c=2 r samples per period.

Actually the operations sampling and amplitude quantization are swapped now
compared to the model given in figure 4.1. It can be shown, however, that this is
allowed. Consider for that purpose the following functions:
vet) analogue, continuous wave shape.
v*(t) sampled wave shape, v*(t) =v(kT) •
wet) analogue, quantized wave shape; in case of a sine wave then the amplitude

transitions are not equidistant.

When the signal vet) is first sampled (*) then quantized (Q), the following
happens successively:

vet) ~ v*(t) = v(kT) ~ Q[v(kT)] = w(kT)

When the signal vet) is first quantized then sampled this yields:
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*vet) ~ Q[v(t)] = wet) ~ w (t) = w(kT)

Because both output functions are equal, the sampling and quantizing operations
are interchangeable.

In figure 4.10 reading of the ROM is modelled.

sine
wave

f o

~02r_f-=0__f-<'()-t_)~

~ I:l f~t)~;~
~v~=

sine
wave

f o

Fig.4.10 Model for reading the ROM with a frequency f cl = (2 r /m).f o ,r=c.
Reading is regarded as downsampling the signal that would result in
case of m=1.

The spectrum of the signal f(t) is the spectrum of a quantized analogue sine
wave. It is handled in § 5.2.2. To obtain the spectrum of signal f'(t) this
spectrum should be repeated at multiples of 2r f o' due to the sampling operation.

f'(t) = f(t).I eSCt - n.Tol2 r )
n

FI (f) = F(f) * 2r •f o. I eSC f - n. 2r •f0)
n

(4.8)

In the mathematical expression for F'(f), the * stands for a convolution
operation. To obtain an expression for the output signal h(t) and its spectrum,
implement the downsampling:

h(t) = f'(t).I 6(t - n.m.Tol2r )
n

H(f) = F'(f) * ~2r/m).fo.I 6(f - n.2r .fo/m)
n

Applying (4.8) yields:

H(f) = F(f) * 2r .fo.I 6(f - n.2 r .fo) * (2r/m).fo.I 6(f - n.2r .fo/m)
n n

Because the first convolution is one of the multiples of the second, the
expression for H(f) can be simplified conforming with fig.4.9:

H(f) = F(f) * (2r/m).fo.I 6(f - n.2r .fo/m) = F(f) * fcl.I 6(f - n.fcl )
n n

This method of deriving an expression for H(f) can be modified for the case c<r.
As is shown in previous paragraphs (see e.g. table 4.1) minimum phase increment
per clock cycle increases when less bits are used to assign a ROM address.
Actually the quantizing operation c<r means that the phase information sent to
the ROM is the phase information out of the OTO with all (r-c) LSBs assumed to be
zero, see figure 4.11.
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Output phase t

r bits (OTO)
c bits (ROM)

.. time

Fig.4.11 OTO output phases (r bits) and ROM input phases (c bits, c=r-2).
Applying c bits to the ROM means that all roc lSBs are supposed to
be zero.

The loss of information due to this phase quantization can be modelled in a
virtual ROM which contains the same data in groups of 2r -c bits. That means, when
this ROM is assigned with r bits, the data out of the ROM is the data belonging
to the input word with all (r-c) bits zero so it is the data which would result
when the physical ROM would be assigned with c bits.

Because this virtual ROM is assigned with all r bits the address increment per
clock cycle is constant. Thus the problem of non-constancy (see table 4.1) is
avoided this way; see figure 4.12 for the same case as shown in table 4.1.

ROM address virtual assigned address output
r = 4 ROM data m=3 data

0000 data 0 <- data 0
0001 data 0
0010 data 1
0011 data 1 <- data 1
0100 data 2
0101 data 2
0110 data 3 <- data 3
0111 data 3
1000 data 4
1001 data 4 <- data 4

Fig.4.12 An implementation c=r-1 can be modelled by loading a ROM with the
same data in groups of 2r -c=2 addresses. This virtual ROM is then
assigned with all r bits so the address increment is constant if p
is constant.

Again reading the ROM with particular increment m (resulting again in h(t) ) can
be seen as sampling the signal which would result when all addresses would be
reed. This signal is called g(t), see figure 4.13.
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Fig.4.13 Model for reading the ROM; block DR takes care of repeating data
samples Zr-c times.

Finally, to get an expression for the output function the model information
should just be transformed to formulas:

g( t ) f I ( t ) .:E 6(t - n. Tol2c )
n

G(f) = F'(f) * ZC.fo.:E 6(f - n.Zc.fo)
n

Then, with use of (4.8):

G(f) =F{f) * Zr.fo.:E 6(f
n

n.Zr.fo) * ZC.fo.:E 6(f . n.Zc.fo)
n

F(f) * ZC.fo.:E 6(f - n.Zc.fo)
n

(4.9)

The data repeater (DR) is meant just to make sure that sample values are
available at all moments k.T cl • Because eventually a zero order hold device will
be used behind the DAC, a data repeater does not influence the spectrum.
Therefore:

h(t) = g(t).:E 6(t . n.m.To/Zr )
n

H(f) = G(f) * (Zr/m).fo.:E 6(f n.Zr.fclm)
n

G(f) is known (4.9), so finally

H(f) = F(f) * ZC.fo.:E 6(f . n.Zc.fo) * (Zr/m).fo.:E 6(f . n.Zr.fo/m)
n n

H(f) F(f) * ZC.fo.:E 6(f - n.Zc,fo) * fcl.:E 6(f - nfcl )
n n

(4.10)

Formula (4.10) shows that reading of the ROM in general results in an
output function, the spectrum of which is a double convolution of the
spectrum of the quantized analogue wave shape. First, a convolution
around 2c .fo is performed. This results in the sampled signal which is
actually stored in the ROM (2 C samples per period). Second this
function is convoluted with f cl '
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Comparing the theory of paragraph 4.3 with the theory presented in
paragraph 4.4 first consider again the case that m - 1. Then
fcl - 2r .fo resulting in a special expression for the output spectrum
H(f).

Formula (4.10) can now be simplified:

H(f) =F(f) * 2c.fo'~ 6(f - n.2c.fo) * 2r.fo'~ 6(f - n.2r .fo)
n n

Because frequency 2r f o is one of the multiples of frequency 2cf o this formula
again can be simplified:

H(f) = F(f) * 2c •f o' ~ 6(f - n. 2c•f0)
n

(4.11)

Evidently in case m-l (increment one address per clock period) the
double convolution degenerates to a single convolution. The base
spectrum will then repeat itself at multiples of 2c f o ' Compare this
result with formula (4.2) and figure 4.5 in § 4.3.

If mrl the energy collected in some spectra repeating at multiples of
2c .fo is apparently spread out by the second convolution (see analysis
II, formula 4.10) resulting (see analysis I, § 4.3) in modulations
around multiples of f k = 2c .fo/m . The less the spreading is, the more
energt stays in the modulation around 2c .fo - m.fk . So, in general,
the m h modulation and its multiples are expected to be of higher
amplitude, assuming no full spreading occurs.

This effect is tested in an experiment (see for the organization of
the experiments appendix 1). Implementing a circuit with r-lO, c-5 and
m-3 results (see formula 4.2) in f k-32.fo/m so a spectrum is expected
which contains modulations around multiples of the 32nd spectral
component. The modulations are damped by a Bessel function. Due to the
effect described above the third modulation is expected to be of
higher amplitude. This indeed is the case. The resulting spectrum with
simulation output is given in appendix 5.

Figure 4.14 shows once more the effect of the second convolution:

ampl. t

~ 6 6m-l
o f o 2C .fo 2.2C .fo -+ f

m=3
-+ f

Fig.4.l4 If mrl the second convolution causes more modulations.
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The phase information out of the DTO is transformed to a particular
wave shape by storing the corresponding amplitude values on addresses
of a read only memory (ROM). In the model of figure 4.1 the physical
ROM is separated into two blocks; the first block only takes care of
this wave shape creation; this block will be handled in § 5.1. The
amplitude quantization which always occurs due to finite word length
of ROM data is put in a second block and will be handled in § 5.2.

5.1 WAVE SHAPE IN THE ROM

Although in the present case a sampled wave will result due to finite
ROM length (2c addresses), spectra of analogue wave shapes will be
discussed. Due to sampling the spectrum will be repeated around
multiples of the sample frequency.

Each wave shape has its characteristic frequency spectrum. The more
components the spectrum contains apart from the fundamental frequency
the more the output signal will be disturbed. A sine wave is the only
wave shape which spectrum contains only one single component, so a
sine ROM would give best results. There might be, however, some
cheaper solutions which result in acceptable disturbance.

The spectrum of a wave shape is given by the Fourier series of the
time signal. With use of (3.5) these series can be calculated. This is
done for some basic wave shapes. Of all wave shapes it is assumed they
have periodicity To = l/fo '

In this way for:exact formulas for waves of amplitude is found:

sawtooth wave f(t) = % + E (j/2ftn).e2ftjnfot
n

square wave f(t) = % E (·1)n/[ft(2n·1)].e2ftj (2n-1)fot
n

triangular wave: f(t) = % E (2/[ft2(2n_l)2].e2ftj(2n·1)fot
n

It follows that a sawtooth wave contains all harmonics of f o
decreasing like a l/n curve. The spectrum of a square wave has same
shape, but contains only odd harmonics. A triangular wave also
contains only odd harmonics, decreasing like a 1/n2 curve.

The triangular wave which out of the three examples given contains
least harmonic disturbance, can simply be modified in hardware by
clipping its amplitude. This can be an improvement with respect to
spectral contents. Whether it is an improvement or not is determined
by the clipping level ~ which is defined in figure 5.1.
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Fig.s.l Definition of a clipped triangular wave with clipping
level 1-'.

The Fourier coefficients cn of a clipped triangular wave with clipping level ~ as
shown in figure 5.1 are given by the following formula:

[ e2Jrjn~.{(01)non + (01)n . 1 ]

separating the amplitudes of odd and even harmonics result in

c2n = 0
(5.1 )

The derivation of these formulas is given in appendix 6. No even harmonics appear
in the spectrum for any value of ~. The complex value of the amplitude of odd

harmonics is illustrated in figure 5.2.

t
im

.. re

Fig.5.2 The amplitude of odd harmonics is the absolute value of a complex
number on the drawn circle multiplied with the factor
[ 01/(Jr2(2n+1)2) ]. In dependence of ~ only some particular numbers
on the circle are reached.

From the formula for the amplitudes of odd harmonics in (5.1) and from figure 5.2
it follows that in dependence of ~ the amplitude of some of these hanmonics might
be zero. This is actually the case when e2Jrj~(2n+1) = -1:

2Jr~(2n+1) = (21e+1).Jr Ie= •• ,-2,-1,0,1,2, ••
2n+1 = (Ie+'h)/~

The right member of this equation should therefore be an odd integer. This can
just be true for some particular values of ~:

~ =1/6
~ = 1/10
~ = 1/14

c3+61e = 0
c5+101e = 0
c7+141e = 0

A clipping level I-' - 1/4 for example does not reduce the relative
amplitude of odd harmonics because only the phase is affected then.
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When ~ = 1/6 most harmonics vanish. Therefore this seems to be an
optimum value. However, other values of ~ decrease or even eliminate
other harmonics which might be more useful in some cases. Therefore
the actual optimum value for ~ has to be determined by the
application.

The effect of clipping a triangular wave on the spectrum is measured
in some experiments and simulations. In appendix 7 an example is shown
for ~ - 1/6. The analogue wave shape is approximated by choosing a DTO
ratio f o/fc l-l/1024. This approximation, combined with the fact that
~-1/6 cannot be programmed exactly in a ROM with 2c addresses causes
the unexpected odd harmonics (c3' Cg, clS, etc.) to appear.
Nevertheless their amplitude is much lower than other odd harmonics,
so the effect is shown anyway.

As told before, in fact no analogue wave shapes are used when applying
a ROM. Because the ROM is assumed to have 2c adresses, the stored wave
is actually a wave sampled with 2c samples per period. This number of
samples determines the smallest possible phase increment per clock
period. A detailed analysis of the effect of the variable c on circuit
performance is given in chapter 4.

Although the model of figure 4.1 contains a ROM, in general this does
not mean that a physical ROM is always necessary. Considering the wave
shapes above, a sampled sawtooth is just the DTO output, and a square
wave can be achieved by taking only the MSB of the DTO output.

It seems like a paradox arises here. For the "58 contains less information than
the entire DTO output, but nevertheless a square wave contains less harmonics
than a sawtooth. 50 system performance is improved by discardina some information
available? The solution can be found in realizing that no perfect wave shapes can
be realized with,'a practical implementation. Only at clock transients output bits
can change. This makes the signal jitter. Because a more detailed phase
determination can be performed when all DTO output bits are used the eventual
'sawtooth' s'gnal will give better performance than the eventl,al sq'lare wave.

To create a triangular wave the DTO output except from the MSB can be
used as data word. The MSB then functions as sign bit. When this bit
equals '1' the other bits should be inverted. In terms of the model of
figure 4.1 this means that c - d + 1. In the next chapter it will be
shown that this is even the optimum relation when using a triangular
wave. To create a clipped triangular wave a physical ROM can be
avoided as well by applying some extra logic circuits between DTO and
DAC. If all these solutions result in too much jitter in the final
output signal a physical ROM -loaded with e.g. a sine wave- seems
inevitable.

5.2 AMPLITUDE QUANTIZATION

Whether a physical ROM is used or not, word length of data sent to the
DAC (see fig.4.l) will be finite. When d bits are connected to DAC
input, 2d words are possible. This means that any wave shape has
undergone an amplitude quantization in 2d levels.
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In general an amplitude quantization causes higher harmonics to
increase in the spectrum of the signal. Because of aliasing components
due to sampling operations amplitude quantization can be responsible
for higher sidebands near the desired frequency and will therefore
enlarge the eventual jitter in the signal, even behind the
reconstruction filter.

5.2.1 Signal to noise ratio

Actually the amplitude quantization can be modelled by a noise signal
which is added to the continuous wave, see figure 5.3.

continuous
wave ~f(t) •

continuous
wave

e(t)

~ f(t)

Fig.5.3 Amplitude quantization represented by added noise e(t).

This modelling makes it possible to calculate the resulting signal to
noise ratio as a function of the number of quantizing levels by
calculating the power in the signal e(t). In figure 5.4 all three
involved functions are drawn versus time in case of a sine wave.

f(t)

-------tt------,
III I
IIII
III I

e(t)

Fig.5.4 Symmetrical quantization of a sine wave; the noise signal
e(t) is drawn separately.

Assuming the signal has amplitude 1, it holds for the noise power E2 :

E2 _ (1/12).2-2d (5.2)

This formula can be derived in the following way. Consider a continuous wave
which varies between _Z-d-1 and 1-Z- d-1. The output levels are given by i.Z- d

(i=O,1, ••• ,Zd_ 1). Now consider a particular interval for the amplitude x of the
continuous wave:
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< x < (5.3)

When the continuous wave ampLitude equaLs x it hoLds for the noise signaL
e(t) = x - i.Z- d . If d is Large enough the quantization step is smaLL compared
to the signal amplitude. Then the probabiLity density Pi(x) of e(t) in this
interval may assumed to be constant. This yields for the noise power Ei Z in this
intervaL:

This yields for the noise power in an interval:

FinalLy, the totaL noise power is the summation of aLL intervaLs:

EZ = ~ Ei
Z =~ (1/1Z).P i .Z- Zd =(1/12).Z-Zd

I I

The last equaLity holds because by definition ~ Pi = 1.

(5.Z)

Because signal power S is dependant on wave shape the same holds for
the signal to noise ratio SiN = S/E2 . In general it holds:

SIN S/[(1/12)".2- 2d l = 12.S.22d = 12.S.4d

It is more usual however to express this ratio in decibels:

SIN - 10.log(12S) + 10.d.1og(4) - 10.log(12S) + 6.02 . d (dB) (5.4)

Formula (5.4) shows that each increase of one bit in data
representation makes the signal to noise ratio of the output signal
increase with about 6 dB.

5.2.2 Effects on the spectrum of a sine wave

The spectrum of an analogue sine wave contains no harmonics at all.
This will change when the signal is submitted to amplitude
quantization_ To investigate to which extent the number of data bits
(d) influences the spectrum, the Fourier series of a sine wave
quantized in d bits has been derived. The derivation is given in
appendix 8. Eventually for the amplitude cn of the nth harmonic has
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(5.3)

When the continuous wave amplitude equals x it holds for the noise signal
e(t) • x - i.2- d • If d is large enough the quantization step is small compared
to the signal amplitude. Then the probability density Pi(x) of e(t) in this
interval may assumed to be constant. This yields for the noise power Ei

2 in this
interval:

(i+%)2·d

Ei 2 • E[e2(t)] • J (X.i2-d)2. Pi (X) dx
(i-%)2-d

l
(i+%).2-d

Ei
2 • Pi(i2- d).(1/3).(X-i2-d)3 • Pi(I2-d).(113).1.2·3d

(i-%).2-d

Then, for the probability Pi for x to be In any particular interval it holds:

J
(i+%)2·d

Pi· _ -d Pi(X) dx • 2-d.Pi(i2-d)
(1-%)2

This yields for the noise power in an interval:

Finally, the total noise power is the summation of all Intervals:

E2 = ~ Ej
2 =~ (1/12).PI.2-2d =(1/12).2-2d

1 1

The last equality holds because by definition E Pi =1.

(5.2)

Because signal power S is dependant on wave shape the same holds for
the signal to noise ratio S/N - S/E2 . In general it holds:

S/N S/[(l/12).2-2d] - l2.S.22d - l2.S.4d

It is more usual however to express this ratio in decibels:

S/N - 10.10g(12S) + 10.d.log(4) - 10.10g(12S) + 6.02 . d (dB) (5.4)

Formula (5.4) shows that each increase of one bit in data
representation makes the signal to noise ratio of the output signal
increase with about 6 dB.

5.2.2 Effects on the spectrum of a sine wave

The spectrum of an analogue sine wave contains no harmonics at all.
This will change when the signal is submitted to amplitude
quantization. To investigate to which extent the number of data bits
(d) influences the spectrum, the Fourier series of a sine wave
quantized in d bits has been derived. The derivation is given in
appendix 8. Eventually for the amplitude cn of the nth harmonic has
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been found:

2d -1_1
(1/j~(2n+1)2d).{ 1+ 2. L cos[(2n+1).arcsin(i.21 - d )]

i=O
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(5.5)

So amplitude quantization never introduces even harmonics.
Furthermore, all coefficients of odd harmonics are purely imaginary,
so all harmonics have the same phase. To obtain some more insight in
the amplitude of odd harmonics formula (5.5) is made into a computer
program. The flow chart and results are given in appendix 8. The
tables given in appendix 8 are graphically presented in figure 5.5.

CN/t!
<dB)
f 0

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

-60

-70

-80

-90

-100 1--:---::---=--=-""7--::-::----::-::-::"::--::''::""''":~::'':''''""'::''=''''~-=-=~
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 - FIFO

Fig.5.5 Contour of the spectrum of an analogue, quantized sine
wave; the number of bits (d) is a parameter. The spectra
contain only odd harmonics. The dashed line, representing
the spectrum of a triangular wave is given as a
reference.

Several remarks can be made referring to figure 5.5.
* Apparently when the number of bits equals 1 a square wave results.

Then the spectrum has a contour like a l/n curve.
* For large d the quantizing effect is negligible; when d-8 (256
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amplitude levels) all harmonics have amplitude more than 70 dB below
the fundamental frequency f o '

* For d between 2 and 6 the spectrum is rather capricious. However,
some periodicity can be distinguished. The larger d, the larger this
periodicity is. Each period contains one or more very low harmonics;
the larger d the sharper this negative peak in the spectrum is. Each
period ends with a large harmonic which equals the corresponding
amplitude when d-l as far as shown in figure 5.5.

In [5] a model is presented which predicts high harmonics at multiples of «.2d.fo
which is indeed the case in figure 5.5, although spectra in figure 5.5 are more
smoothed than the model predicts.

Therefore the contours of the spectra are not strictly decreasing.
One reason for this is that, due to vertical edges of a theoretical
quantized signal, bandwidth of the signal is infinite.

* Each increase of number of bits from d to d+l causes the first few
harmonics to diminish with about 9 dB.

5.2.3 Effects on the spectrum of a triangular wave

An analogue triangular wave contains besides its own frequency f o all
odd harmonics decreasing like a 1/n2 curve. When this signal is
quantized in d bits the spectrum is the same as if the signal is
sampled with 2d+l samples per ~eriod. This means then the spectrum is
repeated around multiples of 2a+l .fo ; see figure 5.6.

Amplitude
t

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ~ fifo

Fig.5.6 Contour of the spectrum of a 2 bits quantized triangular
wave (d-2); this spectrum equals the spectrum of a
continuous triangular wave sampled with 22+1_8 samples
per period.

Because in the present circuit (figures 1.2 and 4.1) the wave stored
in the ROM is a wave sampled with 2c samples per period the optimum
circuit implementation when a triangular ROM is applied is

c - d + 1 (5.6)

This relation is found in the following way. When a triangular wave is quantized
level transitions occur at equidistant moments due to constant slope of the time
function. Apart from a certain phase shift, these moments in the first half of
the cycle time will be t=Q and 2d'1 other moments to achieve 2d levels. The same
holds for the second half of the cycle time. The total number of transitions thus
equals 2d+ 1• One should note, however, that when the wave has cycle time To no
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real level transition occurs at the moments t=O (To> and t=To/Z, see figure 5.7.

8ITpl. t

o .. t

Fig.5.7 Triangular wave quantized in d=Z bits which yields Zd amplitude
levels.

If the signal shown in figure 5.7 is sampled with Z samples a period (c=1> the
sample moments are assumed to be t=O and t=To/Z. An increase of this number of
samples yields samples at transition moments until all transitions are covered.
The number of samples then equals ZC = Zd+1. Assuming a zero order hold device
behind the sampler a further increasing of c does not change the output function
and is therefore of no use.

Assuming a situation when c = d + 1 a further increase of d does not influence
the output signal either. Then the stair function in figure 5.7 would be refined,
but because of the fixed sample moments combined with the ZOH device this will
not affect the output signal.

For the circuit of figures 1.2 and 4.1 this means that when a
triangular wave shape is used a DTO - ROM quantization (Q2, c < r) is
of no importance as long as c ~ d + 1. So when e.g. a 14 bits DTO and
a 4 bits DAC are applied, it is no use to connect more than 5 bits
from the DTO to the ROM. As already mentioned in § 5.1 this actually
means that no physical ROM is needed at all. All c bits applied from
the DTO can directly be used as data bits except the MSB. This bit
functions as a sign bit; when the MSB equals '1' the c-1 data bits
have to be inverted.
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The ZOH output signal in the model of figure 4.1 can be filtered by a
reconstruction filter according to figure 1.2 to reduce sidebands that
cause time jitter. As mentioned in § 4.3 this filter should be a band
pass filter (BPF) with center frequency f o ' In the closed loop of
figure 1.2 the frequency of the input signal can show large variations
in frequency, so the same holds for the synthesized frequency f o ' The
bandwidth of a fixed BPF should be large enough to ensure that all
possible frequencies f o are in the pass band. Because all jitter
caused by sidebands within the pass band will not be reduced by the
BPF, a fixed filter will result in too much jitter. Therefore it is of
no use for this application.

A better solution can be a narrow band tracking filter. Then the
center frequency traces changes in the input frequency when variations
are not too fast. This function can be realized by a phase locked loop
(PLL) [6]. In this chapter some relevant PLL characteristics are
investigated.

6.1 PLL PRINCIPLES

A PLL consists of three basic components. A phase detector (PO)
compares the phases of the input signal and the signal of 8 local
oscillator. The output signal is a measure of the phase difference
between both signals. This PO output signal is filtered by a loop
filter (LF) to remove high frequency components and then connected to
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which operates as local
oscillator. By brief frequency variations of the VCO, phase and
frequency variations at the input can be traced c.q. averaged. The VCO
output signal is the circuit output, see figure 6.1.

DAC-out ~'-_-_-_-_~~G__L_F_f-_-_-_-_~~ PU-outPLL-in T J
Fig.6.1 Block diagram of a phase locked loop.

The PO can be implemented as a multiplier. When both PO input signals
have same frequency the output signal contains a OC term which is
proportional to the (sine of) the phase difference and an AC term of
double the input frequency.

When both input signals are given by:
v; = V;.sinCwot + .i)
Vo = Vo·cosCwot + .0)
Then for the output signal ;t holds :

*vd = It.v;.vo
= It.v;.s;nCwot + .;).Vo·cosCwot + .0)

= VI.It.V; ,Vo• [s;nC.;-.o) + s;nCZ.wo·t + .; + .0)]
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= Kd • [sin(4)i"4>o) + sin(2·"'0·t + 4>i + 4>0)]

So the phase detector constant Kd is proportional to the amplitude of both input
signals. ~hen both input signals are square waves, the DC component of the output
signal is directly proportional to the time difference between rising or falling
edges, so directly proportional to the phase difference. ~hen one of the two
input signals is a square wave, only the fundamental frequency of this square
wave can contribute to a DC component, so no relevant changes occur compared to
the case that two sinusoidal signals are applied.

An other possibility is to use flip-flops to create an edge trigger~d

PD. Then the time difference ~etween rising or falling edges of the
input square waves is influencing the duty cycle of the output square
wave and with that its DC value. In further analysis in this report,
however, a multiplier PO will be assumed because of its simplicity.

The LF then removes the double frequency component in the output of
the PO by averaging the signal, so it is a low pass filter (LPF). In
most applications a first order LPF will satisfy. To keep the
possibility to choose some basic PLL parameters independently and to
ensure a possibility of an appropriate damping of the loop a first
order LPF with two time constants is applied [6]. In principle both an
active and a passive filter are possible. See figure 6.2 for both
configurations.

C

1 + S1"2 1 + S1"2 1"1 R1· C
F(s)

1 + s(1"l + 1"2) F(s) - S1"l 1"2 R2· C

~
Itim

0

~ -+re
0 x--

.:.l .:.1 I -+re
1"2 1"1+1"2 1"2

(a) (b)

Fig.6.2 Configuration of loop filters with transfer function F(s)
and pool zero plot in the s-p1ane; a: passive, b: active.

Consequently, apart from the ripple the LF output signal when ~e is
the phase error is:

(6.1)

For Kd it therefore holds [Kd] - V/rad .

To get an impression of the value of Kd.~e just remember that it can
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never exceed the power voltage of the circuit, so vd is limited to
just a few volt. This voltage vd is applied to the VCO. It holds for
the VCO frequency f o :

2.1l'.fc + Ko·vd
tuc + Ko·vd (6.2)

The variable f c in (6.2) is the center frequency of the VCO. This
frequency can be adjusted in both directions by vd' The amplification
factor is Ko for which it holds:

[KoJ = radjV.s

The order of magnitude of Ko can be seen from (6.2). For Ko.vd should
not limit the tracking performance of the PLL (see § 6.5) the value of
Ko should be like the value of the center frequency of the PLL in
rad/s. The argument of the VCO output signal is the integral of its
frequency:

~o - J"'0 dt

This yields for the phase of the VCO output signal:

(6.3)

Equation (6.3) shows that the VCO averages the phase error ~e' The
factor Ko.Kd is called loop gain; it has the dimension of a frequency.
Following the loop starting with a phase lag of the VCO signal (~o<~i)

a positive control voltage vd is created which makes the VCO frequency
increase. This way the phase lag is made up which makes the control
voltage decrease. When no phase error is left the voltage equals zero.

6.2 TRANSFER FUNCTION

To determine the closed loop transfer function, figure 6.1 is drawn in
the Laplace (s) domain with use of (6.1) and (6.3); see figure 6.3.

Oi ~l--~~_e__-_~~_F_(S_)~_-_-<_Y__KO/S ~o

Pig.6.3 Block diag!am of a phase locked loop in the s-domain.

From this figure the transfer function can be found directly:
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H(s)
Ko·Kd·F(s)/s

l+Ko ·Kd· F(s)/s
(6.4)

It follows from the root locus plot of this transfer function that for
both an active and a passive loop filter the loop is stable for all
values of KoKd.

The characteristic equation is:

By defining F(s)/s = T(s)/N(s) this yields:

Therefore the poles of the closed loop start (KoKd = 0) at the poles of the open
loop and end (KoKd -+ Cl<> ) at the zeros of the open loop. These are the poles and
zeros of F(s), see figure 6.2, and an extra pole at s=O due to the integrating
function of the veo. By applying the root locus theory [7] the root locus plot
for increasing KoKd can now be drawn, see figure 6.4.

tim

x
-+re

Fig.6.4 Root locus plot in the s-plane for increasing loop gain with loop
filters as shown in figure 6.2; a: passive LF, b: active LF.

The break in and break away points of the real axis occur for those values of
KoKd at which the imaginary part of s along the root locus just equals zero.
Because for all values of KoKd the poles are in the left hand s-plane the closed
loop will never be unstable [7].

Applying the formulas for F(s) given in figure 6.2 yields for H(s)
given in (6.4):

active LF H(s) =
s2 + s.(Ko.Kd.T2/T1) + Ko .Kd/T1

(6.5)

passive LF: H(s) =
s2 + s.(Ko .Kd .T2 + 1)/(T1 + T2) + Ko ·Kd/(T1 + TZ)
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Formulas (6.5) show that a first order LF results in a second order
PLL. For second order systems it is common practice in circuit and
control theory to write equations (6.5) in the so called normalized
form [8]:

H(s)
s.wn .(2.r - a) + wn

2

s2 + 2.r.wn.s + wn
2

(6.6)

The introduced variables are the natural frequency wn • damping factor
r and loss factor a. By comparison of (6.5) and (6.6) expressions for
these variables can be derived. These are given in table 6.1.

Table 6.1 PLL parameter values.

LF r wn a

active ~·1"2,wn (Ko·Kd/1"l)~ 0

passive ~·(1"2 + l/Ko ·Kd),wn (Ko·Kd/(1"1+1"2))~ wn/Ko·Kd

loop

1.'0 2 3 4 5 7 10
-+ w/wn

a second order PLL with active

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7

r =0.3

~O"}
r = 0.7072 '-f I--"' 1--,\ ~db/oetave

:"...."-, ,'''-
~ ~~

-I--r-l~ 5.0
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\\.1"- "' ...... r-2.0

\ r\."\.. '-.r-lffr-..
~\. "- ~I" "....

\ \. I\.. "\ " I\.. , :'

"- " '\ 1',
'\ " ,.....,
" '\

1'\ ,

Fig.6.5 Frequency response of
filter.

The meaning of wn and r is illustrated in figure 6.5 which shows the
transfer function H(s) when an active LF is applied.
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So as a coarse approximation one can say that input phase variations
of a frequency smaller than wn will be tracked by the PLL whereas
phase variations of higher frequency will be damped (averaged). In
this way high frequency noise is filtered and the tracking range of
the PLL is limited. The value of r determines the flatness of the
frequency response. Both parameters also influence other quantities as
will be seen later.
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Because ¢e = ¢i - ¢o it holds:

----- = 1-H(s) = ------- =-------- (6.7)
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¢i (s) ¢i(s)

This is the general expression of a second order high pass filter. Here it means
that high frequency input phase variations are passed on to the phase detector
output, because then the VCO phase ¢o does not track. By the way, when input
phase variations are caused by input jitter due to the earlier mentioned
quantization in a DTO circuit and not by deterministic frequency change the PLL
should not track; then a phase 'error' ¢e10 is wanted.

In general, a narrow band PLL (wn small) filters out a lot of noise
but the phase or frequency step response will be slow because only a
small part of the spectral contents of this step is passed. This
results in bad transient response.

When a constant input word p is applied to a DTO no deterministic
steps will occur and all changes in the in put of a following PLL
which are not harmonic can be regarded as noise. A change of the DTO
input means an output frequency change for the present circuit (fig.
1.2) and therefore a frequency step to the PLL reconstruction filter.
In the next paragraph frequency step response will be investigated.

6.3 PHASE ERROR DUE TO A FREQUENCY STEP

A frequency change ~~ (in rad/s) yields for the PLL input phase in the s-domain:

(6.8)

Combining (6.8) and (6.7) yields

(6.9)

Applying inverse Laplace transformation to (6.9) gives the time function:

¢e(t)
r<1: ---- = a + -----.{-2a(1-r2)~.cOS[~n(1-r2)~t]+2(1-ar).sin[~n(1-r2)~t]}

~~/~n 2·~n·(1·r2)~

¢e(t)
r=1: ---- = a.(1 - e'~nt) + (1-a)'~n.t.e-~nt

~~/~n

(6.10)

The peak value of the phase error can be found by equating the derivative of the
functions (6.10) with respect to time to zero. This yields:
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<Pe,max
r<1: ------ = « +

f,.lJ/lJn

<Pe max -1
r=1: ---'--- = « + (1·«). exp< --- }

1-«
f,.lJ/lJn

(6.11)

When an active LF is applied is «= O. ForlllJlas (6.11) then really si"",lify to
set (6.12).

2 V.
<Pe max -r (1'r )

r<1: ---'--- = exp{ --------.arctan(--------) }
f,.lJ/lJn 2 V.

(1-r ) r

<Pe,max
r=1: ------ = ---

f,.lJ/lJn e

<P -r (r2·1)V.e,max
r>1: ---- = exp< -------.arctanh(-------) } =

f,.lJ/lJn (r2·1)V. r

(6.12)

It follows from functions (6.11) and (6.12) that maximum transient
phase error is inversely proportional to natural frequency ~n' In TV
applications this transient phase error is an important quantity. A
phase shift of the chroma signal after colour decoding results in
colour change and therefore picture impairment. Some subjective tests
I11,12] have defined tolerable phase errors. When also the time is
known which is left after a frequency step before the phase error
should be limited, concrete demands for ~n and r can be formulated. It
is clear though that phase error demands require a large ~n which will
result in a fast loop. Curves of transient phase error when an active
loop filter is applied are given in figure 6.6.

To investigate the desired ~n realize that the entire circuit of
figure 1.2 is actually a PLL itself, so it has its own loop gain
(KoKd) . A phase step ~~ at the input of the entire circuit results
in a c~~~ge of the DTO input word p. This means a frequency step ~~
which equals, according to (6.1) and (6.2): ~~ - ~~.(KoKd)ent

So when phase steps and loop gain of the entire circuit are known,
frequency steps at the PLL reconstruction filter input are known as
well. With use of formulas (6.10) the transient phase error can then
be investigated.
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Fig.6.6 Transient phase error due to a step in frequency !:!"w of a
second order PLL with active loop filter.

To illustrate the effect of the loss factor a on this phase error the
maximum value ¢e max is given in table 6.2 and figure 6.7 for two
values of r. '

~hen the loss factor a is larger than the damping factor r strange effects occur
due to the discontinuity of the arctangens function. These effects are not
investigated because such a situation is not practical anyway.

Table 6.2 Normalized maximum phase error in radians due to a step in
frequency as a function of the loss factor a of the PLL .

a 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 . 9 1

r = 1
¢e,max/(!:!"w/wn ) .368 .396 .429 .468 .513 .568 .633 . 711 .801 .900 -+ 1

r = ~J2

¢e,max/(!:!"w/wn ) .456 .494 .537 .586 .641 .704 .773 .848

0.8

¢e,max 0.7
t

!:!"w/wn 0.6

[rad] 0.5 r = 1

0.4

0.3

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 -+ a

Fig.6.7 Normalized maximum phase error in radians due to a step
in frequency versus the PLL loss factor a with the
damping factor r as parameter.
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Figure 6.7 clearly shows that the loss factor influences the maximum
phase error in a negative way. Therefore, from this point of view, a
small a is preferable. An active LF (a-O) gives best results.

Application of the final value theorem to (6.9) yields for the static
phase error in case of a passive LF:

6tv. (a. tvn + s) 6tv.a 6tv
lim tPe(t) - lim s.tPe(s) = lim =---
t-+oo s-+O s-+O s2 + 2.r· tvn · s + tv 2 tvn Ko·Kdn

Again a large loss factor makes circuit performance worse. When an
active LF is applied the static phase error after a step in frequency
is zero. However, when a certain static phase error is allowed, a
particular passive LF might satisfy.

6.4 NOISE BANDWIDTH

To express the amount of noise which will be passed by the PLL, a
certain bandwidth has been defined according to (6.13); this quantity
is called loop-noise bandwidth [6J:

1 J I H(jtv)12
B = -- dtv

n 2.~ 0 I H(0)12
(6.13)

It is obvious that this quantity should be as small as possible to
reduce resulting time jitter in the output signal most. With H(jtv)
according to (6.6) this formula can be transformed to [9]:

(6.14)

So the noise bandwidth is proportional to the natural frequency.
Therefore a fast loop has a large noise bandwidth and reversed. The
influence of the loss factor a is drawn in figure 6.8.

r + l/r
llr

Fig.6.8 Normalized loop noise bandwidth versus air.

should note that the distance between marked points on the
:ical axis in figure 6.8 is dependent on the damping factor.
efore this figure gives only qualitative information. Furthermore,
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as told before, in practice the loss factor will be much smaller than
the damping factor. Therefore only for small values of air the curve
will be useful. However, main conclusion is that with respect to noise
bandwidth some loss can be useful; once the damping factor r has been
selected, the larger the loss factor, the smaller the noise bandwidth.

To interpret the influence of r on noise bandwidth, consider a
situation with a-O (active LF). Then (6.14) simplifies to:

This expression is plotted in figure 6.9. The optimum is r-~ as can be
seen in this figure. Differentiation of (6.14) with respect to r yields
that in general minimum noise bandwidth results when r - ~.J(a2+1) .

1.5

1D

IS

/'

//
/"

/
.,/

~ .-.'

I
o 1.5 1.1 2.0 2.5

Fig.6.9 Loop noise bandwidth of a second order PLL with active LF
versus damping.

6.5 TRACKING PERFORMANCE

When the loop cannot track phase variations at the input because they
are of too high a frequency, it is said to be out of lock. In
dependance of parameter values a certain difference is possible
between input frequency and VCO center frequency before the loop loses
its lock state.

For a loop which is in lock (6.2) holds, that means for the frequency
difference can be written:
~w - Ko.vd = Ko.Kd.F(O).sin(~e) s Ko.Kd.F(O). So when frequency
difference becomes larger than Ko.Kd.F(O) , the VCO cannot deliver the
right frequency any more and the loop will fallout of lock. This
frequency difference is called hold-in range (~~l:

(6.15)
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When a passive LF is applied, F(O) ~ 1, and then hold-in range equals
loop gain. For an active LF F(O)~oo . It is clear though that the
lock-in range cannot be infinite. Its practical value is then
determined by maximum PD output voltage c.q. maximum VCO frequency
deviation.

There is some frequency step limit below which the loop does not skip
cycles but remains in lock. In literature this limit is called 'pull
out frequency'. Experiments performed [6] state that its value can be
approximated by:

~~ ~ 1.8~n.(r + 1) (6.16)po

This quantity is relevant when e.g. the output signal is used to clock
a second DTO. In digital TV receivers this way subcarrier locked
signals are generated out of line locked clock signals [10]. To ensure
an appropriate colour decoding the line locked output signal of the
first DTO should not then skip cycles.

A loop which is not in lock delivers a sinusoidal control voltage to
the VCO. When ~i-~o = ~~ it holds for this voltage vd:

vd ~ Kd·sin[~~.t].IF(j~~)1 (6.17)

So the peak deviation of the VCO frequency is Ko.Kd.IF(j~~)I. When
this peak deviation is smaller than ~~, the VCO will reach the right
frequency within one cycle. This limit for ~~ is called lock-in range
~~L:

Because the LF ~s a LPF a safe approximation for F(j~~L) can be found
by using the high frequency value for F(j~). Using fig.6.2 and table
6.1 then results in

Passive LF: ~~L

Active LF : ~~L

The lock-in transient occupies a time on the order of l/~n seconds [6].
However, even when the frequency difference exceeds ~WL the loop might
fall in lock after some skipping cycles. This can be understood as
follows. Because the VCO frequency ~o is modulated by vd given by
(6.17) is ~~(t) not a constant. It varies harmonically. Therefore
~o(t) is not modulated harmonically, but varies in the way presented
in figure 6.10 [8]. Because the average value of the control voltage
vd is not zero, the VCO frequency ~o is pulled in the right direction.
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Fig.6.l0 In the unlocked state of the PLL the frequency
modulation of the VCO output signal is nonharmonic. This
causes a pull-in effect; the average value of wo(t) is
pulled in the right direction.

The duration of the pull-in process for all second order PLLs turns
out to be quadratic in the frequency difference wi-woo An
approximating formula is given by [8]:

Although the pull-in process can occur outside the lock-in range, it
only occurs when the initial frequency offset ~w is smaller than a
critical value. This value defines the pull-in range ~wp:

_::= 4.Ko .Kd. [~ ]~-Passive LF: ~wp -
11" 1'1+1'2

Active LF

Whenever the frequency offset is outside the pull-in range a pull-in
process does not take place because then the pulling effect is not
regenerative [8]. The pull-in range should be large enough to
guarantee that the PLL can cope with all possible input frequencies.
In particular static variation of line frequency in VCR systems or
transmitting waves define a minimum for the pull-in range. In practice
these demands require a wide band PLL.

6.6 LINK TO PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Translation of the expressions given in previous paragraphs to
concrete PLL parameter suggestions is strongly dependant on the
application of the circuit. It is therefore impossible to draw general
conclusions. Moreover, as follows from previous paragraphs, most
demands on circuit performance lead to conflicting parameter demands.
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A compromise is therefore inevitable.
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Especially the demands on resulting time or phase jitter on the one
hand and demands on frequency step response and pull-in range on the
other hand are contradictory. The first group requires a narrow band
PLL so a small ~n' A value r - ~2 then fits best. This value also
gives a flat frequency response. However, a narrow band PLL is very
slow. This means that a frequency step results in unacceptable phase
errors, and it might even be impossible to lock at all appearing line
frequencies due to limited pull-in range.

When the desired pull-in range is known, demands on ~n can be
formulated. This will surely result in a proposal for a wide band PLL.
Furthermore, phase errors demands will result in a similar proposal
but these demands are based on subjective tests and it is therefore
hard to formulate them exactly. By applying a larger r than the common
value. ~n can be chosen smaller. thus reducing loop-noise bandwidth.

Although a passive LF influences loop-noise bandwidth in a positive
way, demands on static phase error after a frequency step strongly
require appliance of an active LF. For the VCO it just follows from
the analysis presented that parameter Ko should have the same order of
magnitude (in radjVs) as the desired frequency ~o (in rad/s). Of
course when selecting a practical VCO its own parameters as internal
jitter etc. should be investigated. Computer simulations and
experiments can simplify decision making.

Assuming an appropriate PLL can be designed. in figure 6.11 two
possible configurations are shown to synthesize several frequencies
required for digital TV applications. It is possible to generate
several clock frequencies out of one DTO synthesis by locking not only
on f o • but also ·on fc1-fo' f c1+fo • etc. The figure is mainly meant as
an illustration to circuit application. In the first configuration
given two modified DTOs are used, i.e. q f 2a . See for this
implementation § 2.2. The second configuration given uses only one
DTO, but needs some frequency mixers.
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6.75 MHz

27 MHz
PLL

33.75
33.75 MHz

- -- PLL
27

PLL
40.5

16.875 MHz

27 MHz

1--,,....--------0 40.5 MHz

20.25 MHz

27 MHz
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6.75 MHz

PLL
33.75

PLL 27 MHz
27

13.5 MHz
X

PLL 40.5 MHz
40.5

20.25 MHz

33.75 MHz

16.875 MHz

54 MHz

Fig.6.ll Two possible configurations to synthesize several line
locked frequencies out of one crystal clock; all these
frequencies are required in digital TV applications.
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Surprising to say here, a PLL has not been simulated. However, as part
of the software package described in appendix 3, resulting time jitter
after a reconstruction filter implemented as a fixed analogue BPF is
calculated. It might be interesting for further analysis to replace
this filter by a PLL and then use the same package. For this reason a
short description of this simulation is given.

After execution of the program described in § 3.2 data samples of the
DAG output signal (figure 1.2) are available. To simulate an analogue
reconstruction filter these data samples are used to define a voltage
source as a pulse train. All pulses have width Tcl while the amplitude
equals the instantaneous data value, thus simulating the ZOH output
(see fig.4.l). Because this signal is periodic, a continuous source
can and is defined. When the periodicity reaches some excessive time
period it is approximated using a window to limit declaration time.
This source is input to a circuit which contains a BPF with center
frequency f o ' The type and order of the filter are user defined
parameters. The output signal of this circuit is calculated by the
software package Philpac, which is described in [13]. Then cycle times
and therefore time jitter of the filter output signal are calculated
as time difference between zero crossings with positive slope, using
interpolation when necessary. Finally a table with momentary and
maximum jitter is available. All relevant flow charts and an output
example are given in appendix 3.
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A model is presented for a circuit which contains a discrete time
oscillator, read only memory, digital to analogue converter and a
reconstruction filter. On the basis of this model the circuit has been
analyzed. A computer simulation package calculates amplitudes and
phases of sidebands of the DAC output signal and the resulting time
jitter at the output of an analogue reconstruction filter at a
particular circuit implementation. This package can function as a tool
for a practical circuit designer.

The analysis can be used for a forward circuit analysis, i.e. the
influence of individual parameters on system performance can be
examined with a certain implementation; then the resulting performance
can be compared to the actual demands. It is quite impossible to
fulfill a backward circuit analysis, i.e. to find an optimal
implementation given some performance demands. This holds because
there is no unique optimum due to exchangeable parameter variations
and application dependant technical and economical reasons.

The analysis has not been finished. Particularly some statistical
analysis can be done on the resulting jitter due to sidebands.
Furthermore in the simulation package the band pass filter can be
replaced by a PLL to allow one to simulate the entire practical
circuit. Then, for various applications a circuit synthesis can be
performed. Finally, the analysis can be extended to a closed loop to
examine control effects that then occur.
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APPENDIX 1 : ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED

In several chapters some results of experiments performed are
presented. The main goal of these experiments is to verify both theory
and simulation results. This appendix deals with the structure of
these experiments.

All measurements are executed at a circuit board which contained a 24
bits DTO (a-24), a lk x 8 bits random access memory (RAM) and an 8
bits digital to analogue converter (DAG) with internal zero order hold
(ZOH) device. The ZOH output has been used as circuit output. This
circuit board is described in detail in [14].

1/4 (see fig.S.l)
1/6 (see fig.S.l)

wave, J.'
wave, J.'
MSB)

The RAM fulfils the ROM function in the model of figure 4.1. It can be
loaded via a personal computer with several wave shapes. A computer
program written in Turbo Pascal takes care of this loading action. It
offers the possibility to define a 2c x d memory (l~c~lO, 1~~8). A
variable number of addresses is simulated by loading the same data in
groups of 2l0 -c addresses conforming with the theory of § 4.4. A
variable number of quantizing levels is achieved by defining integer
values as data samples when the wave has amplitude 2d . The following
wave shapes can be loaded this way:
* sine wave
* triangular wave
* clipped triangular
* clipped triangular
* square wave (DTO 
* zero function
The complete program is given below:

PROGRAM DTOlnterface;
(* This program controls the parallel'Centronics gate and the output of the

1024*8 RAM memory of the OTO function generator.
last update 20-05-87 V.J.H. Konijn . CAB *)

label start, stop, cont, leesq;
const BusPortNr=S03BC;

InPortNr=S03BO;
OutPortNr=S03BE;

var c,d,n,m,f,g: integer;
q,z:char;

procedure OataOut(value:byte);
(* This procedure controls the 8 bit data bus of the parallel gate. *)
begin

port[BusPortNr]:=value
end;

procedure ControlOut(store,strobe1,strobe2:integer);
(* This procedure controls the control-lines STORE, STROBE1 enSTROBE2. In the

program these lines are active high *)
begin

port[OutPortNr]:=strobe1+2*strobe2+8*store
end;

function acknowledge: boolean;
(* This function checks the level of the acknowledge control line. High level:

no acknowledge. Low level: acknowledge *)
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begin
acknowLedge:=(port[lnPortNr] and S80 )=0;

end;
function funktie(q:char;n,f,g:integer):byte;

(* This function defines the RAM contents as if a f*g ROM (f=2C,g=2d) is Loaded
with data samples of one period of a particular wave selected by the value
of q; n is the selected address in the RAM, from 0 to 1023 *)

var h,k:byte;
begin

case q of
'1': begin (* sine *)

k:=254 div (g-2);
h:=round(0.5*(g-2+(g-1)*sin(2*pi*n/f»);
if h = -1 then h := 0;
funktie := k*h;

end;
'2': begin (* trianguLar *)

k:=255 div (g-1);
if n <= f div 2 then funktie:=k*round(-0.5+(g/f)*(2*n-1»

eLse funktie:=k*round(-0.5+g*(1-(2*n-1-f)/f»;
end;

'3': begin (* 50% clipped triangular *)
k:= 254 div (g-2);
if n<f div 4 then funktie:=k*round(-0.5+4*n*«g-1)/f»

eLse if n<= f div 2 then funktie := k*(g-2)
else if n<3*(f div 4)-1

then funktie:=k*round(-0.5+(g-1)*(1+2*(f-2*n)/f»
else funktie :=0;

end;
'4': begin (* 33% clipped trianguLar *)

k:=254 div (g-2);
if n<=f div 3 then funktie:=k*round(-0.5+3*n*«g-1)/f»

else if n<=f div 2 then funktie := k*(g-2)
else if n<=(5*f) div 6 then

funktie:=k*round(-0.5+(g-1)*(1+3*(f div 2-n)/f»
else funktie := 0;

end;
'5': if n<=f div 2 then funktie:=O else funktie:=255;

(* square: DTO-MSB *)
'6': funktie:=O; (* zero *)
end; (* of case *)

end; (* of function *)

begin (* main program *)
start:clrscr;

writeln; writeln;
writeLn(' ***************************************************,);
writeln(1 * POSSIBILITY TO ENTER PARAMETERS *');
writeln(' * OF A DTO - RAM - DAC CIRCUIT. *');
writeLn(' * DEFAULT VALUES ARE PLACED IN FRONT OF THE COLON *');
writeLn(1 ***************************************************');
writeLn;writeln;writeln;writeln;
writeln('The RAM can be Loaded with one of the following waves :');
writeln;
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writeln('1: sine');
writeln('2: triangular');
writeln('3: 50% clipped triangular'):
writeln('4: 33% clipped triangular');
writeln('5: square (DTO-MSB)'):
writeln('6: zero'):
writeln;
writeln('O: exit');
writeln:
write('ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED '):
write('FUNCTION '):

leesq:
read(kbd,q):
if q='O' then goto stop:
if (q='1') or (q='2') or (q='3') or (q='4') or (q='5') or (q='6')

then goto cont else goto leesq:
cont:
writeln(q):
writeln:write('We are going to create the output signal of I):
writeln('the DTO-ROM-DAC circuit.'):writeln:
write('ENTER THE ADDRESS WIDTH OF THE ROM IN ');
wr i t e ( , BITS (MAX 10) ( , , c, , ): ') :
readln(c):
writeln;writeln('ENTER THE WIDTH OF THE ROM DATA IN BITS,');
write(IThis is the log base 2 of the number of ');
write( 'quantizing levels (MAX 8) (' ,d,'): ');
readln(d):
f:=round(exp(c*ln(2»):g:=round(exp(d*ln(2»):
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repeat ControlOut(1,1,0) until acknowledge:
ControlOut(1,0,0);
cl rscr;
writeln:writeln:
write('Do you want data to be displayed on the screen? (yIn): ');
read(kbd,z):writeln(z):
writeln('RAM is loaded now.'):
for n:=O to 1023 do
begin

m:=n div round(exp«10-c)*ln(2») + 1;
repeat

DataOut(funktie(q,m,f,g»:
if (z='y') or (z='Y') then writeln(n,' ',m,' ',funktie(q,m,f,g»:
ControlOut(1,0,1):

until acknowledge:
ControlOut(1,0,0):

end;
repeat ControlOut(0,1,0) until acknowledge:
ControlOut(O,O,O);
goto start:

stop:clrscr:
end.

Around this circuit board a measuring circuit has been built as shown
in figure A1.1.
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CLOCKGE
I POWER SUPPLY I NERATOR

MULTI FREQUENCY
METER +5V clock COUNTER

II CIRCUIT II
PC EMITTER ~ SPECTRUM HPLOTTER I

RAM DAC FOLLOWER ANALYZER
in out

OSCILLOSCOPE I

Fig.A1.1 Structure of measuring circuit.

Below the equipment
* 5V power supply

* clock generator

* mu1timeter
* frequency counter

* personal computer
* spectrum analyzer

* plotter
* oscilloscope

used is given:
Philips PE 1540
DC Power Supply 40V - 3A
Philips PM 5771
Pulse generator 1 Hz - 100 MHz
Philips PM 2411
Philips PM 6615
Universal Counter 1 GHz
Philips P 3102
Hewlett Packard HP 853A
0.1 - 1500 MHz
Hewlett Packard HP 7470A
Philips PM 3264
risetime 3.5 ns

Some remarks about the measuring circuit:
* As can be seen from figure A1.1, no crystal clock has been used. A

common pulse generator delivered the DTO clock signal, therefore no
crystal stability has been reached. This generator has an output
impedance of 50 O. It has been connected to the circuit by a 50 0
cable. Therefore a 56 0 terminator has been used.

* The circuit board contains a PC interface as well. Connection to the
PC is provided by a flat cable to the parallel centronics gate.

* The spectrum analyzer used has an input impedance of 50 O. This is
not suitable to the DAC (output impedance about 500 0). For adjust
ment an emitter follower has been used as shown in figure A1.2.
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Fig.A1.2 Emitter follower for impedance adjustment.
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The transistor is type BC 558. Now the output impedance is about R2'
Therefore R2 - 47 O. The DAC output voltage can vary between 0 and
2 V. Because the emitter voltage should therefore be larger than
2.65 V, R1 = 82 0, given a load of Rb = 50 O. The closed circuit
current is then about 61 mA, which is large enough to ensure linear
performance of the follower.

* The current used by the circuit board is measured with the
mu1timeter; it amounts to 1.4 A
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* The width of the OTO is 24 bits. ttl

* The OTO clockfrequency is: 16 MHz. ........

* The realized OTO output frequency is: 3.0 MHz. ~
* The ROM is loaded with a sine wave. tz:l

I

* The address width of the ROM is 3 bits. tz:l
* The data width of the ROM is 6 bits.

~* The desired output frequency is the 3rd
harmonic of the time discrete signal. ........

00

The spectral coefficient of the nth harmonic -....J
........

of the time discrete signal is: ;l>
"d
tv

n freq. (MHz) norm value phase (deg. ) amp 1. (dB)

1 1 8.191E-02 56.9 -45.05
2 2 2.277E-06 103.9 -136.17
3 3 1.464E+01 0.0 0.00
4 4 3.337E-06 10.4 -132.84
5 5 2.616E+00 179.1 -14.96
6 6 2.625E-06 83.0' -134.93
7 7 8.804E-02 122.2 -44.42
8 8 3.183E-06 89.5 -133.26
9 9 6.847E-02 56.9 -46.60

10 10 1. 545E-06 12.6 -139.53
11 11 1.189E+00 0.0 -21.81
12 12 2.075E-06 86.3 -136.97
13 13 3.379E+00 179.1 -12.74
14 14 3.133E-06 35.4 -133.39
15 15 5.461E-03 122.1 -68.57
16 16 8.766E-07 89.5 -144.46
17 17 4.816E-03 56.9 -69.66
18 18 1.177E-06 74.5 -141.90
19 19 2.312E+00 0.0 -16.03
20 20 3.255E-06 69.7 -133.06
21 21 6.228E-01 179.1 -27.43
22 22 7.321E-06 55.6 -126.02
23 23 2.679E-02 122.1 -54.75
24 24 5.440E-06 89.3 -128.60
25 25 2.465E-02 56.9 -55.48
26 26 2.206E-06 12.9 -136.44
27 27 4.844E-01 0.0 -29.61

"I:l28 28 2.767E-06 136.0 -134.47 II>
29 29 1.515E+00 179.1 -19.71 ()q

30 30 1.276E-06 8.1 -141.19 (1)

31 31 2.643E-03 122.1 -74.87 0'\

32 32 8.766E-07 89.5 -144.46 w

33 33 2.481E-03 56.9 -75.42
34 34 4.025E-06 160.1 -131. 22
35 35 1.255E+00 0.0 -21.34
36 36 4.285E-07 90.5 -150.67
37 37 3.535E-01 179.1 -32.35
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APPENDIX 3 : PACKAGE DEVELOPED FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION

The DTO - ROM - DAG - BPF circuit has been simulated on a VAX
computer. Two kind of outputs can be generated using the developed
package:
* Spectrum of the DAG output signal (after a ZOH device); both the

relative amplitudes and relative phases of the spectral components
are calculated.

* Time and phase jitter of the output signal of the reconstruction
filter which is implemented here as a fixed BPF.

The package can function both as verification to the theory and as
tool to the practical designer. In this appendix the headings and flow
charts of the programs are given. Detailed information about this
package (programs and command files) has been published in a mid-term
report.

program
SPEGTRUMINVOER(input,output,invoer);

(* this program enables the user to enter parameters of the
DTO-ROM-DAG circuit and stores all parameter values in the file
'invoer.dat' *)

For flow chart see figure A3.l.

program
SPEGTRUM(invoer,romfile,dipfunktie,cn);

(* this program calculates the time samples of the output signal of
the DTO-ROM-DAG circuit at certain DTO-width (in bits), DTO
clock frequency and desired output frequency. These data samples
are selected samples out of the ROM. The ROM-data (one
particular wave) is written into the file 'romfile.dat'; the
selected samples for one period of the time discrete signal are
stored in the file 'dipfunktie.dat'. Then the spectral
coefficients of this signal are calculated, assuming a
zero-order-hold circuit behind the DAG, and stored in the file
'cn.dat' *)

For flow chart see figures A3.2 and A3.3. An output example (file
'cn.dat') is given behind figure A3.3 on page 70.

program
DIPROPLOTINVOER(input,output,invoer,dipfunktie,chtypein,chtypedata);

(* this program defines an adjusted data input for the 'Dipro'
package [15) which can be used to draw a plot of the spectrum of
the DAG output signal. To achieve this the data samples from the
file 'dipfunktie' are repeated several times to simulate a ZOH
device in a digital way, to a maximum of 32768 data samples.
When the input file contains more than 32768 sample values only
the first 32768 samples are used. The new data set is stored in
the file 'chtypedata.dat'. All other data needed for the Dipro
program 'GHTYPE' is stored in the file 'chtypein.dat'. The
number of input samples (k-2 r ) is read from the file 'invoer' .*)

For flow chart see figure A3.4.
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program
PHILPACINVOER(input,output,invoer,dipfunktie,philp,perioddata);

(* this program takes care of a correct input for the 'Philpac'
package [13] which will perform a simulation of the analogue
reconstruction filter. To achieve this, the DAC output samples
are read from the file , dipfunktie.dat' , for one period of the
time discrete function. These values are defined as amplitudes
of pulses for an input source of a fixed band pass filter around
f o ' All relevant circuit parameters are read from the file
'invoer.dat'. Order and kind of the reconstruction filter can be
chosen. If periodicity occurs after more than 996 pulses, then a
certain periodicity of at most 996 pulses is assumed because
Philpac can handle only 1000 nodes. Besides a circuit
description, the user defines the time interval and accuracy in
which the analysis will take place. These declarations are
stored in the file 'perioddata.dat'. The output file of this
program, 'philp.dat' is a complete Philpac input file *)

For flow chart see figure A3.5.

program
DELETEHEADER(pasdl,pasd2);

(* this program deletes the header of the 'pasdl.dat' file -i.e.
the converted 'philp.ifp' Philpac output file. Then the output
file 'pasd2.dat' contains pure data. This program uses some
procedures from Mr. van Schagen - Philips-Geldrop; No source
listings of these procedures are available. The compiled version
of this program should be linked with 'postproc.obj' and the
'nag-library' in the following way:
link delhead,postproc,TIS$DISK4:[NAG.NAGOLB]NAG.OLB/LIB *)

For flow chart see figure A3.6.

program
PERIODETIJDEN(pasd2,invoer,perioddata,period);

(* this program calculates the cycle times of the waves of the
filtered output signal, in a particular time interval as defined
in the program 'philpacinvoer'. The input file for this program
is the 'pasd2.dat' file; this is a converted 'philp.ifp' file.
The cycle times and the resulting time- and phase errors are
stored in the file 'period.dat'. Some heading information
concerning the circuit and measuring method is read from the
files 'invoer.dat' and 'perioddata.dat'. *)

For flow chart see figure A3.7. An output example (part of file
'period.dat') is given behind figure A3.7 on page 73.
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I START I
I

I enter f o I
I

IN
I f o > 0 ? I

Iy
I

I enter a, fcl I
I

calculate and display realized output frequency
'and the smallest frequency change possible

N
1

I

spec OK ? II

yl

calculate and display m and r I

I

I enter c I
YI

I

c > a ? II

NI

I enter d I
I

I enter ROM wave shape I

I
enter frequency range in which spectral

coefficients have to be calculated

y\
I

frequency ranges ? II more

NI-

I END I
Fig.A3.l Flow chart of the program 'SPECTRUMINVOER'.
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I START I

I
I read entered parameters I

I
IN

I f o > 0 ? I
Iy

all cn :- 0
s :== 0

I

I load ROM with sample values of desired wave shape I
I

look for sample value f(s.Tcl) in ROM table I
I

I update spectral coefficients in procedure COEFF (see fig.A3.3) I

I

I s :- s + 1

N
1

I
all 2r sample values passed (s - 2r ) ? II

yl

I calculate Icnl out of cn I

I

calculate arg(cn ) w.r.t. coefficient at f o (cm)

I

print heading in output file containing current parameter values I
I

print all n with corresponding frequency in Hz,
Icnl, arg(cn)-arg(cm), 20. l0loglcn/cml

I-

I END I

Fig.A3.2 Flow chart of the program 'SPECTRUM'.
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I CALL I
~I

n := lower bound of next frequency range
expressed as multiple of fo/m

,I
real part c '- re-cn + f(s.Tcl),sin[~n/2r],cos[2~n(s+~)/2r].(l/~n)n'
imag part c '= im-cn - f(s.Tcl),sin[~n/2r],sin[2~n(s+~)/2r].(l/~n)n'

I

I n :- n+ 1 I
I

Y n< upper bound of current frequency range
expressed in multiples of fo/m ?

Y
1

NI
frequency ranges defined ? II more

NI
I calculate coefficient at f o ( = cm ) I

I

I RETURN I

Fig.A3.3 Flow chart of procedure COEFF called in the program
SPECTRUM (see figure A3.2).
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Output example of the program SPECTRUM:

page 69

* The width of the DTO is 15 bits.
* The DTO clock frequency is: 24.576 MHz.
* The realized DTO output frequency is: 6.75 MHz.
* The ROM is loaded with a triangular wave.
* The address width of the ROM is 5 bits.
* The data width of the ROM is 4 bits.
* The desired output frequency is the 1125th

harmonic of the DAC output signal.

Spectral coefficient of the nih harmonic of the DAC output signal:

n

1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143

freq. (MHz)

6.6420
6.6480
6.6540
6.6600
6.6660
6.6720
6.6780
6.6840
6.6900
6.6960
6.7020
6.7080
6.7140
6.7200
6.7260
6.7320
6.7380
6.7440
6.7500
6.7560
6.7620
6.7680
6.7740
6.7800
6.7860
6.7920
6.7980
6.8040
6.8100
6.8160
6.8220
6.8280
6.8340
6.8400
6.8460
6.8520
6.8580

norm value

5.468E-04
9.001E-06
2.061E-05
6.843E-06
1. 547E-04
1. 697E-05
1. 884E-03
1. 202E-05
2.319E-03
1.769E-05
3.474E-04
2.755E-05
5.732E-04
4.033E-05
2.920E-05
8.708E-06
3.072E-04
5.469E-06
2. 845E+00
1. 995E-05
4.716E-04
1. 048E-05
1.288E-04
1.938E-05
2.051E-04
3.737E-06
2.191E-04
9.615E-06
7.542E-04
6.895E-06
3.246E-03
9.365E-06
2.560E-04
8.972E-06
2.527E-05
9.168E-06
3.629E-04

phase (deg.)

-18.0
-0.7
93.2
-1. 6
47.5

7.8
-11.9
-10.3
109.6

8.4
47.4
2.1

-6.3
2.0

96.8
-20.0
57.6

-16.1
0.0

-13.9
131.0

-4.0
71.0
37.1
4.5

53.1
126.9

-3.8
69.0
6.9

11.9
12.0

136.9
-9.1

-35.4
-1. 7
17.3

ampli tude (dB)

-74.33
-110.00
-102.80
-112.38

-85.29
-104.49

-63.58
-107.48
-61.78

-104.13
-78.27

-100.28
-73.92
-96.97
-99.78

-110.28
-79.34

-114.33
0.00

-103.09
-75.61

-108.68
-86.89

-103.34
-82.84

-117.63
-82.27

-109.42
-71. 53

-112.31
-58.86

-109.65
-80.92

-110.02
-101. 03
-109.84

-77 . 89
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I START I
y I N

all 2r samples for the spectrum plot ? ii'
I

use

I kkeuze :- 2
r I I kkeuze :- round[(2r /m).trunc(996.m/2r ) I

I I
I

store input for DIPRO program CHTYPE
in file CHTYPEIN

I

enter the number of times data should be
repeated to simulate a ZOH device

I
I store repeated data in file CHTYPEDATA I

I

I END I

Fig.A3.4 Flow chart of the program 'DIPROPLOTINVOER'.

I START I
I

use data samples to define pulse functions as input
sources to the PHILPAC filter simulation circuit

I

I enter type of filter I
I

I enter order of filter I
I

enter time interval and accuracy for PHILPAC
calculations of the filter output voltage

I

I write complete PHI LPAC statements to file I
I

I END I
Fig.A3.5 Flow chart of the program 'PHILPACINVOER'.
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read heading of PHILPAC output file

read one data line of PHILPAC output file

write data line to new output file

N,....---------'--------,

all data lines read ?

Fig.A3.6 Flow chart of the program 'DELETEHEADER'.

1 START I

I read parameters I

I read filter output voltage at next sample moment I
N

1 crossing with positive slope ? II zero

y

I
calculate cycle time I

calculate time and phase error
compared to nominal cycle time

I calculate cumulative time and phase error I
N

1 all output voltages read ? II
y

I END I
Fig.A3.7 Flow chart of the program 'PERIODETIJDEN'.
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Output example of the program PERIOOETIJOEN
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Circuit parameters: output frequency f o
crystal clock freq.
OTO width
ROM address width
ROM data width
ROM stored wave
Kind of filter
Order of filter

f c 1:
(a) :
(c):
(d) :

6.75000E+00 MHz
2.45760E+01 MHz

14 bits
5 bits
4 bits
triangular
Chebychev 0.5 dB ripple
3

t/To cycle time
cumulative

time error phase error time error
cumulative
phase error

8 1. 48051E-07 -9.69607E-11 -0.2
9 1.48297E-07 1.48603E-10 0.4

10 1.47764E-07 -3.84361E-10 -0.9
11 1.48695E-07 5.46962E-10 1.3
12 1.48191E-07 4.31015E-ll 0.1
13 1.47133E-07 -1.01555E-09 -2.5
14 1. 48364E-07 2.15906E-10 0.5
15 1.48575E-07 4.26908E-10 1.0
16 1. 48282E-07 1. 34051E-10 0.3
17 1. 48699E-07 5.50600E-10 1.3

114 1. 47942E-07 -2.06100E-10 -0.5
115 1.48382E-07 2.34095E-10 0.6
116 1. 48233E-07 8.49383E-11 0.2
117 1. 48324E-07 1. 75888E-10 0.4
118 1.47917E-07 -2.31566E-10 -0.6
119 1.47877E-07 -2.71584E-10 -0.7
120 1.48848E-07 6.99757E-10 1.7
121 1.47913E-07 -2.35204E-10 -0.6
122 1. 48026J!:-07 -1. 22427E-10 -0.3
123 1. 48557E-07 4.08718E-10 1.0
124 1. 47458E-07 -6.89951E-10 -1. 7

* The nominal cycle time is

* The filter input signal is periodic after

-9.69607E-11 -0.2
5.16422E-11 0.1

-3.32719E-10 -0.8
2.14243E-10 0.5
2.57344E-10 0.6

-7.58206E-10 -1.8
-5.42300E-10 -1.3
-1.15392E-10 -0.3
1.86589E-11 0.0
5.69258E-10 1.4

-3.63073E-10 -0.9
-1.28978E-10 -0.3
-4.40394E-11 -0.1
1.31848E-10 0.3

-9.97176E-11 -0.2
-3.71301E-10 -0.9
3.28455E-10 0.8
9.32516E-11 0.2

-2.91749E-ll -0.1
3.79544E-10 0.9

-3.10408E-10 -0.8

1.48148E-07 seconds.
1.66667E-04 seconds
1125 output periods
4096 clock periods.

* Because the "Phi1pac" package can only handle
996 pulses periodicity is assumed after 2.08333E-05 seconds

273.01 output periods
994 clock periods.

Calculations of the cycle times have started after 500 clock periods.
Calculations have then been performed for 447 clock periods.
The value of the output signal is calculated every 1 nanosecond.
Zero crossings are then determined using linear interpolation.

The largest time error occurring in one period is
too large
too small

1.24E-09 seconds.
-1.22E-09 seconds.
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n freq.(MHz) norm value phase(deg.) ampl. (dB)

67 67 1.142E-03 25.2 -62.53
68 68 1.003E-06 1.8 -123.66
69 69 3.217E-02 22.5 -33.54
70 70 6.236E-07 83.4 -127.79
71 71 4.848E-03 19.7 -49.98
72 72 4.708E-07 23.6 -130.23
73 73 5.606E-03 16.9 -48.71
74 74 1. 610E-07 17.0 -139.55
75 75 5.012E-02 14.1 -29.69
76 76 3.356E-07 17.0 -133.17
77 77 2.450E-03 11.2 -55.90
78 78 1.747E-06 5.0 -118.84
79 79 2.416E-02 8.4 -36.03
80 80 1. 470E -06 -4.8 -120.34
81 81 3.519E-02 5.6 -32.76
82 82 1.089E-06 17.2 -122.95
83 83 8.660E-03 2.8 -44.94
84 84 7.542E-06 5.5 -106.14
85 85 1.529E+00 0.0 0.00
86 86 1. 111E-06 -34.3 -122.78
87 87 4.056E-02 -2.8 -31. 53
88 88 4.293E-06 2.3 -111.03
89 89 1.840E-02 -5.6 -38.39
90 90 7.254E-07 93.1 -126.47
91 91 8.948E-02 -8.4 -24.65
92 92 8.171E-07 -15.8 -125.44
93 93 2.615E-03 -11.3 -55.34 "0
94 94 3.396E-06 63.7 -113.07 1\1
95 95 1. 559E-02 -14.1 -39.83 (Jq

96 96 9.747E-07 -1. 5 -123.91
(l)

97 97 1.292E-02 -16.9 -41.46 -..J
UJ

98 98 2.376E-07 38.5 -136.17
99 99 1. 467E-03 -19.7 -60.36
100 100 6.182E-06 74.0 -107.86
101 101 3.236E-02 -22.5 -33.49
102 102 2.623E-06 53.9 -115.31
103 103 3.818E-03 -25.3 -52.05

800700600500400300

EXAMPLES OF MEASURED SPECTRUM AND SIMULATION OUTPUT
* The width of the OTO is 9 bits.
* The OTO clockfrequency is: 512 MHz.
* The realized OTO output frequency is: 85 MHz.
* The ROM is loaded with a triangular wave.
* The address width of the ROM is 4 bits.
* The data width of the ROM is 3 bits.
* The desired output frequency is the 85 th

harmonic of the time discrete signal.

The spectral coefficient of the nth harmonic
of the time discrete signal is:

200

-60
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-56.35
-124.26

-73.80
-128.54

-58.02
-129.76
-45.88

-140.04
-29.69

-132.45
-46.27

-119.79
-55.99

-118.86
-52.73

-122.81
-35.30

-106.46
0.00

-123.66
-28.69

-110.50
-46.43

-124.36
-64.93

-124.56
-49.13

-112.60
-39.07

-123.22
-40.71

-135.82
-54.16

-107.45
-73.75

-115.20
-60.09

25.3
2.6

22.5
107.3

19.7
19.2
16.9
3.0

14.1
27.5
11.2
9.2
8.4

-2.4
5.6

21.0
2.8
7.5
0.0

-49.0
-2.8

1.4
-5.6

115.6
-8.3

-18.4
-11.2

66.8
-14.1
-4.5

-16.9
60.5

-19.7
73.4

-22.4
61.2

-25.3

4.702E-03
1.890E-06
6.306E-04
1.155E-06
3.877E-03
1.003E-06
1.570E-02
3.072E-07
1. 012E-01
7.362E-07
1.500E-02
3.164E-06
4.897E-03
3.519E-06
7.131E-03
2.234E-06
5.306E-02
1.468E-05
3.087E+00
2.027E-06
1.136E-01
9.218E-06
1.472E-02
1.869E-06
1.749E-03
1.827E-06
1. 079E-02
7.238E-06
3.435E-02
2.130E-06
2.846E-02
4.996E-07
6.050E-03
1.309E-05
6.341E-04
5.364E-06
3.055E-03

n freq.(MHz) norm value phase(deg.) ampl.(dB)

* The width of the OTO is 9 bits.
* The OTO clockfrequency is: 512 MHz.
* The realized OTO output frequency is: 85 MHz.
* The ROM is loaded with a triangular wave.
* The address width of the ROM is 5 bits.
* The data width of the ROM is 4 bits.
* The desired output frequency is the 85ih

harmonic of the time discrete signal.

Spectral coefficient of the nth harmonic
of the time discrete signal:

67 67
68 68
69 69
70 70
71 71
72 72
73 73
74 74
75 75
76 76
77 77
78 78
79 79
80 80
81 81
82 82
83 83
84 84
85 85
86 86
87 87
88 88
89 89
90 90
91 91
92 92
93 93
94 94
95 95
96 96
97 97
98 98
99 99
100 100
101 101
102 102
103 103

..... F(KHz)800700
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spectrum of a OTO·RAM·DAC output.
fo/fol-5/32+2-7+2-9_85/512. f o1-l KHz,
c-5.d-4.w~veform In the RAM : triangular
scan bandwidth spectrUM analyzer : 1 kHz
11+J - 1.fol/2r-o+J.fo - 1.2°.fo/m+J·fo
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EXAMPLE OF MEASURED SPECTRUM AND SIMULATION OUTPUT

~ VW
U 67

" j 69

MHz.

ampl. (dB)

-74.58
-135.06

0.00
-135.38
-70.89

-141. 79
-79.47

-144.78
-19.31

-147.68
-67.49

-144.90
-89.19

-144.78
-28.67

-146.45
-63.79

-144.20
-89.19

-149.00
-35.32

-146.57
-58.91

-125.07
-79.38

-141. 72
-40.94

-150.68
-49.17

-143.71
-74.44

-139.66
-46.41

-154.05
-49.20

-137.11
-70.6B

phase(deg.)

-59.B
87.8
0.0

49.4
59.7

2.0
-60.5
-23.1
-0.7
30.7
59.1
46.3

-61.1
34.2
-1.4
73.8
58.4
17.5

-61.8
43.3
-2.1

-87.3
57.7
14.8

-62.6
42.8
-2.8

-31.1
57.0
4.4

-63.3
66.1
-3.5
19.9
56.3

-56.6
-64.0

6.032E-04
5.707E-07
3.232E+00
5.499E-07
9.224E-04
~.630E-07

3.437E-04
1. 863E-07
3.497E-01
1.334E-07
1.365E-03
1.838E-07
1.121 E-04
1.863E-07
1.191E-01
1.538E-07
2.088E-03
1.992E-07
1.122E-04
1.147E-07
5.537E-02
1. 51BE-07
3.666E-03
1.802E-06
3.471E-04
2.653E-07
2.900E-02
9.454E-08
1.125E-02
2.108E-07
6.133E-04
3.361E-07
1.544E-02
6.410E-08
1.120E-02
4.509E-07
9.447E-04

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

freq.(MHz) norm value

* The width of the OTO is 24 bits.
* The OTO clockfrequency is: 1024 MHz.
* The realized OTO output frequency is: 3.0
* The ROM is loaded with a triangular wave.
* The address width of the ROM is 5 bits.
* The data width of the ROM is 4 bits.
* The desired output frequency is the 3rd

harmonic of the time discrete signal.

The spectral coefficient of the nih harmonic
of the time discrete signal is:

-. FCKHz)400350300250200150100
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APPENDIX 6 : SPECTRUM OF A CLIPPED TRIANGULAR WAVE

page 76

In § 5.1 the clipped triangular wave has been introduced, because its
spectrum might contain less harmonics than a common triangular wave.
In this appendix the spectrum of a clipped triangular wave is derived
in dependance of the clipping level ~. This parameter is (as in
fig.5.l) defined in figure A6.l.

1

l-~

~

o VI
o

VI

Fig.A6.l Definition of a clipped triangular wave with clipping
level ~.

To calculate the spectrum of the signal first the time function is
defined according to figure A6.l:

f(t) = (2/To).t + ~

1 - ~

2 - ~ - (2/To).t
~

o < t < To.(~-~)=tl

To'(~-~) < t < ~.To

~.To < t < To·(1-~)=t2

To.(l-~) < t < To

Using formula (3.5) the complex spectral coefficients cn are given by:

J
~TO

(l-~) e-2~jnt/To dt

tl

dt + pJTo e- 2.jnt/To dt

t2

+

II 1 1
-- = ----.{ ~ _ (1-~).e-2~jn(~-~) } + ------.[e-2~jn(~-~)-11

To 2~jn 2~2n2
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12 W 1
-- = ----.{ e-~jn _ e-2~jn(~-~)

To 2~jn

13 ~-2
-- = ----.{ e-2~jn(1-~) _ e-~jn

To 2~jn

1
--. ( e-2~jn(1-~) _ e-~jn

2~2n2

14 ~
-- = ----.{ e-2~jn(1-~) - 1 }

To 2~jn

page 77

2
+ ----.{ (1_~).e-2~jn(1-~) _ ~.e-~jn} +

2~jn

Combining all formulas yields for cn:

1
cn = --.{ e-2~jn(~-~) - 1 - e-2~jn(1-~) + e-~jn

2~2n2

1
cn = --.( e2~jn~.[ (_l)n - 1 ] + (_l)n - 1 )

2~2n2

When n is even (_l)n = 1 , when n is odd (_l)n = -1 . Therefore

n even: cn = 0

-1
n odd c n = ----.{ e2~jn~ + 1 )

~2n2



Spectrum of II DTO-RAH-DAC output.
f o/fc 1-1/1024. f c 1- 10 HH•. c-10. d-8 •
waveform 1n the RAM : 33' clipped triangular
acan bandwidth spectrum analyzer : 1 kHz
26·05·87. VI(

~

)

)

~ ~~ ~ ~
I , I
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EXAMPLE OF MEASURED SPECTRUM AND SIMULATION OUTPUTAPPENDIX 7

o
A (DB)

f
-10

-20

-30

-40

-50

-60

-70

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 ..... F(KHz)

0
;J>

* The width of the OTO is 10 bits. t:7'l
.........

* The OTO clockfrequency is: 1024 MHz.
~* The realized OTO output frequency is: 1. 0 MHz. t'1

* The ROM is loaded with a 33% clipped triangular wave. ,
* The address width of the ROM is 10 bits. t'1

::>;:l
* The data width of the ROM is 8 bits.

~* The desired output frequency is the 1~
harmonic of the time discrete signal. .........

00

The spectral coefficient of the nih harmonic
......,

.........
of the time discrete signal is: ;J>

"d......,

n freq.(MHz) norm value phase(deg.) ampl.(dB)

1 1 6.697E+01 0.0 0.00
2 2 1.o54E-05 46.2 -136.06
3 3 1. o58E-01 -119.7 -56.03
4 4 3.729E-06 -119.8 -145.09
5 5 2.723E+00 -59.3 -27.82
6 6 4.699E-06 -96.8 -143.08
7 7 1.355E+00 1.1 -33.88
8 8 2.202E-06 -8.5 -149.66
9 9 3.569E-02 -118.6 -65.47

10 10 2.728E-06 -85.6 -147.80
11 11 5.94oE-01 -58.3 -41.04
1? 12 8.849E-07 42.3 -157.58
13 13 3.66oE-01 2.2 -45.25
14 14 3.2B2E-07 0.2 -166.20
15 15 2.o89E-02 -117.6 -70.12
16 16 2.395E-06 6.3 -148.93
17 17 2.41OE-01 -57.5 -48.88
18 18 2.587E-06 -39.2 -148.26
19 19 1.789E-01 3.7 -51.47
20 20 1.828E-06 -34.5 -151.28
21 21 1.548E-02 -116.4 -72.72
22 22 2.988E-06 -49.1 -147.01
23 23 1.447E-01 -56.3 -53.31
24 24 3.496E-06 -51.1 -145.65
25 25 9.o4oE-02 4.5 -57.39
26 26 5.o58E-06 10.3 -142.44
27 27 1.145E-02 -115.6 -75.34 "t:l
28 28 4.944E-07 -10.0 -162.64 P>
29 29 8.447E-02 -56.0 -57.98 ()q

CD
3D 3D 1. 821 E-06 1.9 -151.31
31 31 6.528E-02 6.8 -60.22

......,
00

32 32 1.599E-05 -47.4 -132.44
33 33 9.961E-03 -114.0 -76.55
34 34 8.11oE-06 -38.3 -138.34
35 35 6.617E-02 -54.3 -60.10
36 36 1.534E-06 -32.4 -152.80
37 37 3.72oE-02 7.1 -65.11
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APPENDIX 8 : SPECTRUM OF A QUANTIZED SINE WAVE

page 79

In par. 5.2.2 the effects of amplitude quantization on the spectrum of
a sine wave have been investigated, using formula (5.5). This formula
describes the spectrum of an analogue sine wave, quantized in d bits.
In this appendix this formula is derived. Furthermore the flow charts
of a computer program are given which calculates amplitude values of
harmonics. These are added in some tables. A graphic representation of
the spectrum has already been given in figure 5.5.

An analogue quantized sine wave will be defined according to fig.A8.l.

1-----~

Ampl. t

~--

0--

I \

! ~
.... -

\
10-

I \
~

\ I-
\ I

I"" -
\ J

n,./r
-+ t

Fig.A8.l Definition of an analogue quantized sine wave as a pulse
train; the width of the pulses varies with the slope of
the sine wave, all amplitude values are multiples of 2- d•

The sine wave is assumed to have periodicity To. This yields for its
frequency liTo - f o . All pulses have amplitude Ai' start time ti-l
and end time ti' see figure A8.2.

Ampl. t

-+ t

Fig.A8.2 General definition of a pulse, used to define a
quantized sine wave.

To define all time values in terms of arc sine values, the wave is
divided in three parts, because the arc sine is only defined in the
range [- ~1l" •~1l"] •
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Part I: 0 < 0 < ~/2

ti: ~ + ~.sinC2~foti) = ~ + i.2-d

~ ti - Cl/2~fo)·arcsinCi.2l-d)
i : last pulse ends when ti = To/4
~ . 1 2 2d - l

1 - , •.. ,

Ai: Ai = ~ + Ci-l).2- d

Part II: ~/2 < 0 < 3~/2

page 80

i

ti - ~To = ~To - T, ~ + ~.sinf2~foT) - 1 
~ T = Cl/2~fo).arcsinCl-i.2 -d)
~ ti= ~To'[ 1 - Cl/~).arcsinCl-i.2l-d) 1
last pulse ends when ti = 3To/4
~ i - 1,2, .. ,2d

Ai - 1 - i. 2- d

i. 2- d

i

Part III: 3~/2 < 0 < 2~

ti - To = T, ~ + ~.sinC2~foT) = i.2- d
~ T = Cl/2~fo).arcsinCi.2l-d_l)
~ ti= To. [ 1 + Cl/2~).arcsinCi.2l-d_l)
last pulse ends when ti = To
~ i = 1,2, .. ,2 d - l

Ai = Ci-l).2- d

From this definition of the function in the time domain, the complex
Fourier coefficients can be found. For each pulse function a Fourier
series can be defined. For this case the general formula C3.5) holds:

fCt) - fICt) + fIICt) + fIIICt)

where the subscripts conform with the part numbers defined before.
Combining all formulas so far yields:

fICt)
2d - l ~ + Ci-l).2- d . . C'2 l -d)
~ ( -In.arcs1n 1

c I ='£<1 . e,n 1-
-2~jn

-jn.arcsin CC i-l).2
l

-
d

»)
- e

2d l-i.2- d . C . Cl '2 l -d)
( -In ~-arcs1n -1

fIICt):c II n =i~l . e
, -2~jn

-jnc~-arcsinCl-Ci-l)2l-d»)
- e

2d - l Ci-l).2- d . . C'2 l -d 1)
{ -In.arcs1n 1 -

fIIICt):cIII n =i~l . e
, -2~jn

-jn.arcsin CC i-l).2l -d -l»)
- e
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As can be seen from figure A8.1, apart from a DC term which only
influences Co the quantized sine wave is an odd function like the
continuous sine wave. Therefore all coefficients cn will be pure
imaginary.

Furthermore, for the odd function it holds that f(x) - -f(x+~).

Therefore only odd harmonics will appear in the spectrum:

This foLLows from the Fourier series of each function f(x):
Jnx

f.(x) = I cn.e
Therefore it hoLds:

jnx jn(x~)
f(x) + f(x+fI:) = I cn.e. + I cn.e .

Jnx n Jnx= I cn.e + I (-1) .cn.e
= c + c e j2nx + c e j4nx +o 2n· 4n'

When f(x) + f(x+fI:) = 0 for each x aLL terms of the right member of the equation
above shouLd be zero. Therefore no even harmonics wiLL appear in the spectrum.

So, to obtain an expression for the coefficients cn of the entire
function only the imaginary parts of the coefficients of the
subfunctions for odd n should be added. Therefore:

n even:

n odd:

2d -1 ~ + (i-1).2- d 1-d 1 d
cn -i~l . (cos[n.arcsin(i2 )] - cos[n.arcsin«i-1).2 - )] } +

-2~jn

2d i.2- d -1· 1-d
.L1 . (cos[n.arcsin(1-i2 )] - cos[n.arcsin(1-(i-1)21 - d )]} +
1-

-2~jn

2d -1 (i-1) .2- d 1-d 1 d
.L1 . (cos[n.arcsin(i2 -1)] - cos[n.arcsin«i-1).2 - -1)]}
1-

-2~jn

Most cosine functions are part of two successive terms with different
signs. Rearranging the formula this way yields:

n odd:

c n

1 2d-1
------.{ ~ + 2-d .. L

1
cos[n.arcsin(i.21 - d)]

1=
2~jn

1 2d
------.{ 2-d .. L

1
cos[n.arcsin(1-i.21 - d )] +

1-
2~jn

+

1 2d-1
------.{ -~ + 2- d + 2-d .. L

1
cos[n.arcsin(i.21 -d-1)]

1-
2~jn
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This formula can be simplified, using the fact that the arc sine
function is odd and the cosine function is even. This yields:

n odd:

1 2d -1 2d
cn - ------.{2-d ..~lcos[n.arcsin(i.21-d)]+ 2-d"~lcos[n.arcsin(i.21-d-1)] +

~- ~-21l"jn

Moreover,

2d -1
because ~ i.21 - d _ 21 - d + 2.21 - d + .. + (1 - 21 -d ) + 1

i-1

2d- 1
and ~ (1-i.21 - d ) - (1 _ 21- d) + .. + 21 -d

i=l

and because cos[n.arcsin(l)] - cos[n.1l"/2] = °when n is odd the first
and the third series in the formula for cn are equivalent.

Then:

2d
i~1(i.21-d-1) - (21 - d _1) + (2.21 - d-1) + .. + _21 - d + °+ 21 - d + .. + (1_21- d ) + 1

When the right member equals 1 the cosine term in the expression for
cn will be zero; when the right member equals 0, the cosine term
equals 1. All other terms occur in pairs which result in same cosine
terms due to the oddness of the arc sine function. Therefore the
second term in the expression for cn equals two times a summation up
to 2d- 1 plus 2- d . Therefore:

n odd:

2- d

cn - --.{
21l"jn

2d - 1
2 + 2"~lcos[n.arcsin(i.21-d)]

~-

2d-1
+ 2··~lcos[n.arcsin(i.21-d_1)]

~-

2d-1
1 + 2'~lcos[n.arcsin(i.21-d)]

~-

Finally, because of the summation equivalence just mentioned the last
two terms of the right member in this equation are equal as well:

2- d

n odd: cn - ---. (
1l"jn

This equation equals (5.5) because the last term (i_2d -1 ) equals zero.
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The final formula for cn has been used in an interactive computer
program written in Turbo Pascal on a personal computer. When the
number of data bits (d) and the largest harmonic nmax are entered the
program calculates cl to cnmax according to the flow charts given in
figures A8.3 and A8.4. Because in Turbo Pascal the arc sine function
is not defined, the following equality has been used:

arcsin[x] - arctan[x/J(1-x2)]

This equality is easily derived from general goniometric formulas:
x = sin[y] , so y = arcsin[x]
sin2 [y] + COS 2 [y] = , , so cos[y] = ('·x2)~

tan[y] =sin[y]/cos[y] =x/('·x2)~

y = arctan[tan(y)] = arctan[x/('·x2)~] = arcsin[x]

Therefore, when h:_2d - l then arcsin[ifh] - arctan[i/J(h2-i2)].

I START I
~

I enter d I
I Y

I d - ° : I
END II

N

I h :- 2
d

-
l In :- 1

I

I enter nmax I
~

INI n :s nmax I
Y

I CN(n,h,cn ) - figure A8.4 I
I

IY
In 1- I I

N I cl :- cn I
I

I f :- cn/cl I
N1

I
IY

- 0I If I I

I k :- 20. l0loglfl I I print n, cn ,f I
I

I print n, cn ' cn/cl' k I
I

I

I n :- n + 1 I
I

Fig.A8.3 Flow chart of the program used to calculate spectral
coefficients of a quantized sine wave.
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I CALL I
I

I i:- 1 Icn :- 1
I N

I In odd I I

Iy I c '- o 1
IN

n'

1i < h (_ 2d - l ) I

Iy
I j :- i/J(h2-i2) I

I

1cn :- cn + 2.cos[n.arctan(j)] 1
I

I i :- i + 1 1

I

I

1 cn :- cn/(2~nh) I

1<)---------'
I RETURN 1

page 84

Fig.A8.4 Flow chart of the procedure CN which is ~alled in the
program given in figure A8.3.

On the next two pages the program output is shown in case that
nmax - 30, for d - 1 to d - 8. A graphic representation of these
results is given in chapter 5 (figure 5.5).
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Table A8.l Program output: spectral coefficients cn of an analogue
quantized sine wave

Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):1 Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):2

n imaginary c1 / cn (l in) c1/cn n imaginary c1 / cn (lin) c1/cn
coefficient (dB) coeff icient (dB)

1 -1.59154943E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00 1 -2.17409695E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00
2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
3 -5.30516477E-02 3.333333333E-01 -9.54 3 -2.65258238E-02 1.220084679E-01 -18.27
4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
5 -3.18309886E-02 2.000000000E-01 -13.98 51.165095046E-02 -5.35898385E-02 -25.42
6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
7 -2.27364204E-02 1.428571429E-01 -16.90 7 8.322107473E-03 -3.82784561E-02 -28.34
8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
9 -1.76838826E-02 1.111111111E-01 -19.08 9 -8.84194128E-03 4.066948931E-02 -27.81

10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
11 -1.44686312E •02 9.090909091E-02 -20.83 11 -1•97645178E -02 9. 090909091 E-02 -20.83
12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
13 -1.22426879E-02 7.692307692E-02 -22.28 13 -1.67238227E-02 7.692307692E-02 -22.28
14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
15 -1.06103295E-02 6. 666666667E -02 -23.52 15 -5.30516477E-03 2.440169359E-02 -32.25
16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
17 -9.36205548E-03 5.882352941E-02 -24.61 17 3.426750136E-03 -1.57617172E·02 -36.05
18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
19 -8.37657595E-03 5.263157895E-02 -25.58 19 3.066039595E·03 -1.41025891E-02 -37.01
20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
21 -7.57880681E-03 4. 761904762E-02 -26.44 21 ·3.78940341E-03 1.742978113E -02 -35.17
22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
23 -6.91978013E·03 4.347826087E·02 -27.23 23 -9.45259545E-03 4_347826087E-02 -27.23
24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
25 -6.36619n2E·03 4.000000000E-02 -27.96 25 -8.69638782E-03 4.000000000E·02 -27.96
26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
27 -5.89462752E-03 3.703703704E-02 -28.63 27 -2.94731376E-03 1.355649644E -02 -37.36
28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
29 -5.48810149E-03 3.448275862E-02 -29.25 29 2. 008784562E' 03 -9.23962732E-03 -40.69
30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):3 Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):4

n imaginary c1 / cn (l in) c1/cn n imaginary c1 / cn (l in) c1/cn
coeff ici ent (dB) coeff icient (dB)

1 -2.38390953E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00 1 -2.45879995E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00
2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
3 -1.05940717E-02 4.443990651E-02 -27.04 3 -3.94574882E-03 1.604745nOE·02 -35.89
4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
5 8.247203625E-03 -3.45952878E-02 -29.22 5 3.566199024E-03 -1.45038193E·02 -36.n
6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
7 -4.29470033E-03 1.801536624E-02 -34.89 7 -2.93369033E-03 1.193139088E-02 -38.47
8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.000000000£+00
9 ·6.44224440E-04 2.702386274E-03 -51.37 9 2.01n4n64E-03 -8.20622989E -03 -41.72

10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
11 4.083861663E-03 .1. 71309423E -02 -35.32 11 -8.62082674E-04 3.506111482E-03 -49.10
12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 12 0.000000000£+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
13 -2.48218552E-03 1.041224716E·02 -39.65 13 -3.46917617E-04 1.410922500E-03 -57.01
14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
15 -3.66669511E-03 1.538101619E-02 -36.26 15 1.247013837E-03 -5.07163601E-03 -45.90
16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
17 4.90165n62E·03 -2.05614252E-02 -33.74 17 -1.39035235E·03 5.654597267E-03 -44.95
18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
19 5.011798931E-03 -2.10234443E-02 -33.55 19 5.358825434E -04 -2.17944751E-03 -53.23
20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
21 -5.93267913E-03 2.488634343E .02 -32.08 21 9.322689455E-04 -3.79156078E-03 -48.42
22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
23 -1.05506301E-02 4.425767830E-02 -27.08 23 -1.85768173E-03 7. 555237368E-03 -42.44
24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
25 -5.28815125E-03 2. 218268428E-02 -33.08 25 1.024663496E-03 -4. 16733169E-03 -47.60
26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
27 -2. 18586235E-03 9. 169233645E-03 -40.75 27 1.290218372E·03 -5.24734992E -03 -45.60
28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
29 -2.72902769E -03 1.144769822E-02 -38.83 29 -2.57838328E-03 1•048634836E -02 -39.59
30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
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Table A8.l (cont.) Program output: spectral coefficients cn of an
analogue quantized sine wave.

Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):5 Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):6

n imaginary c1 / cn (lin) c1/cn n imaginary c1 / cn (lin) c1/cncoeff ici ent (dB) coeff icient (dB)

1 -2.48540580E·01 1.000000000E+00 0.00 1 ·2.49483524E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00
2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
3 -1.42907817E·03 5.749878639E-03 '44.81 3 -5.11153493E-04 2.048846692E-03 -53.n
4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
5 1.365522723E·03 ·5.49416407E·03 -45.20 5 5.002488649E-04 -2.00513788E-03 -53.96
6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
7 -1.26361016E·03 5.084120107E-03 -45.88 7 -4.83269219E-04 1.937078695E-03 -54.26
8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
9 1.117253555E-03 -4.49525609E-03 -46.94 9 4.595420426E-04 -1.84197351E-03 -54.69

10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
11 -9.21683940E-04 3.708384122E-03 -48.62 11 -4.28303962E-04 1.716762515E-03 -55.31
12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
13 6. 76m2654E-04 -2. 72298900E-03 ·51.30 13 3.888303704E-04 -1.55854128E-03 -56.15
14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
15 -3.91239136E-04 1.574145904E-03 -56.06 15 -3.40611583E-04 1.36S266843E -03 -57.30
16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
17 8.691760366E-05 -3.49711921E-04 -69.13 17 2.835763176E-04 -1.13665349E-03 -58.89
18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
19 1.986516354E-04 -7.99272439E-04 -61.95 19 -2. 18354061E-04 8.752243748E-04 -61.16
20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
21 -4.14075136E-04 1.666026274E-03 -55.57 21 1.465532201E-04 -5.87426447E-04 -64.62
22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
23 5.035223798E·04 -2.02591617E-03 -53.87 23 -7.10120215E-05 2.846361173E-04 -70.91
24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
25 -4.25542014E-04 1.712163117E· 03 '55.33 25 -4 .04416978E -06 1.621016n6E-05 -95.80
26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
27 1.790055660E-04 -7.20226718E-04 '62.85 27 7.302746998E-05 -2•92714600E -04 -70.67
28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
29 1.731560779E-04 -6.96691374E-04 -63.14 29 -1.2929487SE-04 5. 182501676E'04 -65.71
30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

Width of sine"ROM in number of bits (d):7 Width of sine ROM in number of bits (d):8

n imaginary c1 / cn (lin) c1/cn n imaginary c1 / cn (lin) c1/cn
coeff icient (dB) coeff ic ient (dB)

1 -2.49817311E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00 1 -2.49935394E-01 1.000000000E+00 0.00
2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 2 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
3 -1.81751973E-04 7. 275395452E-04 -62.76 3 -6.44404953E-05 2.578286101E-04 -71.n
4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 4 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
5 1.798542575E-04 -7. 19943134E-04 -62.85 5 6.410n0506E-05 -2.56497105E-04 -71.82
6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 6 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
7 -1.76950892E·04 7.083211802E-04 -63.00 7 -6.36034247E-05 2.544794624E -04 -71.89
8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 8 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.000000000£+00
9 1.n976903SE -04 -6.92413601E-04 -63.19 9 6.292167622E-05 -2.51751763E-04 -71.98

10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 10 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
11 -1.67851168E-04 6. 718956662E-04 -63.45 11 -6.2054n39E-05 2. 482830579E-04 -n.10
12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 12 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
13 1.614815256E-04 -6.46398463E-04 -63.79 13 6.099328409E-05 -2.44036201E-04 -n.25
14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 14 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
15 -1.53n1609E-04 6. 155362417E-04 -64.21 15 -5.9n67985E-05 2.389689490E-04 -n.43
16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 16 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
17 1.446296020E-04 -5.78941474E-04 -64.75 17 5.8243m19E-05 -2.33035331E-04 -n.65
18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 18 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
19 ·1 •33979084E-04 5.363082476E-04 -65.41 19 ·5.65322201E-05 2.261873324E-04 -n.91
20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 20 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
21 1.21n19997E-04 -4.87444202E-04 -66.24 21 5.458011981E-05 -2. 18376913E-04 -73.22
22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 22 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
23 -1.08003633E-04 4.323304608E-04 -67.28 23 -5.23760552E-05 2.095583756E-04 -73.57
24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 24 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
25 9. 272918839E .05 ·3.71188002E-04 -68.61 25 4.99098780SE-05 -1.99691117E-04 -73.99
26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 26 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
27 -7.60812308E-05 3.045474732E-04 -70.33 27 -4.71734944E-05 1.887427533E -04 -74.48
28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 28 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
29 5.828681124E-05 -2.3331n44E-04 -n.64 29 4.416173n8E-05 -1. 76692613E -04 '75.06
30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 30 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
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